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MORINO ; manded of Gilbert that Inc tatter pay'him $15 Rose claimed the other owed
'him, and Gilbert replied/ that he
- 0
!would pay same. Mr. Gilbert states
That Rose raged around the room,
I ! c o tank eect t eod with o r 
them.
thcompanye
 
Finally 
 an
Rose
d
pounded the desk with his band and
4na 
stated he was going to sae everybody
asked where Loving was and was in-
formed that Loving was in the private
office 'talking busineSs to Mk. Vernon
Blow; of Louisville. Rose stated he
did not care if he was talking private
business, and at this walked to the
dividing door that was closed, rapped
hard several time. and without fur-
ther ado opened same and walked in-
side where the two were engaged.
Rose began talking to Loving excited-
ly, and the latter arose and informed
Rose he did not want to talk with
him at all. At this Loving walked
out while Rose remained in the pri-
vate office talkie.; to. Mr. Vernon
Blow about his business troubles and
disagreements with Loving. The tat-
ter wen* out of the public office door,
passed from -the Fraternity building
and presumably went to his home on
Monroe street between Fifth and
Sixth where he got his revolver. In
about eighteen minutes Loving re-
turned, entered the door leading from
the hall into their public 9ffice, and
stepping across to the door dividing
the public and private office, started
into the latter place where Rose and
Blow were still seated. Mr. Blow then ss
conducted by Rev. J. S. Cheek, of the
matter of nansinv 'I-  date for the
anticipated trouble and arising, be- 
First Baptist church. Interment fo' ..
- t meeting. but he ol" sot do this
seeohed the two others not to do any- ,
lows at Oak Grove cemetery. The
soil the aathering of tt National
thing, and at this passed out of the Crow home is on Jackson between 
.
r'remsn's asociation at vansas City,Third and Fourth streets.door. He had hardly gotten outside ,'Iln.. last of this' month.
until the firing commenced. At the
'The Result of Business
Differences and Re-
peated Disputes
H. H. LOVINfi SIIOT TO DEATH H. A. ROSE
Deed Committed In Office of the Ken-
tucky Mill and Lumber Company
In the Fraternity Building.
LOVING CLAIMS ACTED I SElf DEFENSE
While There Was No Eye Witness
../ To tie Killing Severn l Parties
Were Standing Nearby.
+0
MAKE STATEMENTS NOT DEFINITE
DEAD MAN WAS FOUND UNARMED, SAYS CORONER CROW—
CORONER'S INVESTIGATION OCCURS THIS FORENOON
OFFICES WHERE SHOOTING OCCURRED—FUNERAL
DEAD MAN THIS AFTERNO ON—PERSONNEL OF THE MEN
AND FACTS OF THE SHOOTING OBTAIN'ABLE.
4 The entire city was startled yester-
day morning at to o'clock when H.
H. Loving shot Herbert A. Rose
three times in the office at the Fra-
ternity bundling of the Kentucky Mill
and Lumber company, of which Mr.
Loving is president and of which
Ruse was the depo-ed president. The
injured man lived only about thirty
minutes and breathed his last with
a gasp ithils lying upon the floor of
the priv.te oAce which is divided by
a door from the one for the public.
Mr. Vernon Blow, of I-ouisville, was
in the private office when the first
shot was fired and saw most of the
incident that ended in death for Rose.
The killing particularly created
great excitement over the city on ac-
cotutt of the prominence of the two
people eonneeted.therewith they being
well known busitteei men of here
After the shooting Loving surrend-
ered to Sheriff Lee Potter, who turned
him over its Chief James Collins. of
the pollee fotee. The latter then
placed Patrolman Aaron Hurley ;n
charge of Loving as a guard, and the
latter spent last night at home, while
yesterday afternoon he was at differ-
ent points over ihe city.
No affair ever interested the entire
public in such a manner as thi, and in
every quarter yesterday and last
night it was the sole topic of discus-
sion in minute detail as far as the
* community can learn. Mc. Lov-
ing refrise• to make any statement
whatever except that he had to shoot
the other in self-defense. but further
than this ways sothing. The shooting
was done with a 38 self-acting ham-
mer revolverXof old type and from
the edges of which the nickle-plate is
1, considerably worn.
This tiscrning at o'clock the in-
quest will be held at the undertaking
establishment of Pool & Nance, on
'Third street near Kentucky avenue,
at. which time Justice Jesse Young
will be in charge, Coroner James
Crow having decided he could not
bold the itiquest because Rose was a
,
Pt
boarder at his home, where the dead
man's little girl is being raised.
Leadifig Up to Shooting.
The facts leading up to theshoot-
ing are resultant from buciness mat-
ters between the two principals. The
Kentucky Mill and Lumber company
was ,organized several years ago with
Rubse as president, while 4.he capital-
ization was $5o,000, Rose holding a
slight minority of the stock the bal-
ance being divided between Loving
arid other,. Last week Loving claims
that he learned where Rose 'had gone
to their brarfch lumber yard at Cairo
and loading two freight cars with
lumber had them shipped to Chicago
firms in Rose's individual name, and
that Rinse got back the checks and
cashed them himself, one for about
Stoo being cashed at the First Nation-
al bank of this city and the balance
at other points. Last Saturday Me.
Loving had Detective T. J. Moore to
go to Cairo and see Mr. Rose, with
the result that the latter returned
Sow of the alleged Stono claimed to
have been secured as stated by the
now dead man. At this status of af-
fairs developing the disruption be-
tween Rose and Loving became wid-
ened into a breach not to be over-
come, with the result that Rose was
compelled to hand in his resignation
as president of the company. Wed-
sesday night the stockholders held a
meeting, Vice President W. G. Dycus
resigned his place and Secretary and
Treasurer Loving resigned his. A re-
organization was then gone through
with and Loving was' elected presi-
dent, Phil E. Gilbert, secretary, and
T, B. Gilbert, treasurer.
I
Yesterday morning shortly before
I in O'clock Mr. Rose entered the pub-
1k office of the lumber company, that
is on the ground floor and second
door to the right after passing the
electric elevator. Opening the door
and going inside Rose appeared great-
ly excited and enraged until he was
white in the face. Approaching the
desk behind which sat Treasurer J.
B. Gilbert, the bookkeeper, Rose re- Isecond and then his hand fell limp at 1/„4, •
marked that he noticed from. The Reg his side. lie lay there in his insensi- 111111..turnational
ister that Gilbert was now a member 'Lk state while many flocked and
of The firm. Rose then excitedly de- gazed at his blood-bespattered coun- Fire Chiefstenance. Finally with' a gasp he
breathed his last without further
struggle.
CUIEF JAMES WOODS LEAVES
ONE WEEK FROM
SUNDAY.
Goes to Duluth, Minn., to Attend
Mammoth Gathering—New
Truck Works Finely.
Nothing Found.
A few moments af r the -injured
man breathed his bst Coroner James
Crow, who had arrived, -earched him
in the presence of County Attorney
Eugene Graves and took from the
corpse the different papers and docto
ments found on same. The coroner
states ahat no revolver was found on
his person.
The remains were then taken to
the Pool & Nance undertaking estab-
lishment on South Third street and
although 'hundreds of morbidly cu-
rios people flocked there to see the
body, they were refused admittance
under instructions from the authori-
ties. In the afternoon the body was
stripped of its clothing and the un-
dertakers starteto embalm it, but
this was found tedious task, op -So
count of the bullet wounds
peciahly the hole in his side, t
the fluid run out. Finally they stop-
ped up the wounds, both in head and
body with plaster paris, and then
succeeded in getting the remains in
first-class condition. The corpse is
now lying upon the bier in the mor-
gue of the establishment, but will be
taken today to the home of Coroner
James Crow, where at 3 o'clock this
afternoon the funeral services will be
Chief James Woods of the fire de-
partment is preparing to leave one
week from next Sunday for Duluth,
Minn., to attend the international
convention of fire ohiefs from over
i the world. The chief will be gone
Iabout oneweek or ten days, the gath-
ering opening on the 16th and con-
tinuing through until the isith, and
will be participated in by hundreds
from the United States, Canada and
foreign hands.
Chief Nil osds is president of the
Jcentucky own's association, the
a;sentucky S; •iresident for the na-
tional assoct% sn and one of the
best known chiels of the entire coun-
try. He is very, active among the or-
ganizations, and finds that attendance
at the gatherings is very beneficial, as
much is -0 hered from the expe-
riences the other' chiefs for better-
ment of the, depar` --^"f Ser' -e.
The Kentucky OC.a-
tion • -s °franker: tiny a le.' •onths
ago -• Louisville sod Chief Woods
r-- president. With him was left
report Mr. Gilbert, who was still in Works Fine.
outlier office, rushed towards the door
nisiding the two room. and Rose had
fallen with his head lying right at the
dividing door. He fell face downward
oith his arms raised so they partially
covered his head. He was groaning
and writhing in pais. Loving stepped
over the body lying in the door and
came nut with the smoking revolver
in his hand. He passed through the
ublic office' into the building corri-
dor which rapidly filled with people
attracted by the shooting. Mr. A. B.
Smith, of the lumber company, that
occupies the second office beyond,
rushed out and meeting Mr. Loving
in the hallway took his revolver away
from him and handed it to Mr. Gilbert
Loving as he came out remarked to
different inquirers, "I hadabto do it
to protect myself; I just had to do
Mr. Gilbert's Statement.
Treasurer J. B. Gilbert, the book-
keeper for the company, stated as
foblows regarding the affair:
was in the public office at work,
shortly before to o'clock, when Mr.
Rose came in. He was in an angry
mood and began making threats and
threatened to fix us all, making the
threats against Mr. Loving and
against me. The door between the
two offices was closed. I told him
Mk. Loving was busy. After walk-
ing up and down awhile, appearing al-
most frantic with rage, he rapped on
the door between the offices. Not
.tilting for a reply he opened the
floor and stepped in. He opened the
door with his left hand on his hip
and from what I'could see and hear,
Mk. Loving said 'I don't want to talk
to you,' and left the room, going out
it." To one gentleman who ques- into the hall. Mr. Rose and Mr. Blow
tinned Loving he remarked: "I had remained in the room talking. In aIN
sin do it; I killed Rose and had to do few minutes Mb'. Loving returned. He
OF. 'it as he has been hounding me for had been in the roam but a moment
when the shooting began. I don't:several days and threatening me."
• Gave Himself Up.
Mr. Loving walked up and down
the public hall a few moments and
then went into the Standard Tie com-
pany's office which adjoins the lum-
ber office There he tried to tele-
phone to his home, but was so nerv-
ous he could barely do anything. The
office filled with people and in a mo-
ment or two be remarked he wanted
to surrender to somebody. He Then
suggested that he wanted Sheriff Pot
ter to take charge of 'him and that
official was telephoned for. Mrs. Lov-
ing arrived in the hall about that time
and was taken to the office of Mr.
James English across the corridor,
where she remained for a few mo-
ments and then went into the tie of-
fice where her husband sat. She in
a few moments returned home.
After the shooting parties immedi-
ately began rushing into the office
where the shooting occurred, a Reg-
isles man being the first in the room,
having heard the report while in the
tsewsoaper office twenty feet away.
At this Dr. C. E. Purcell came in and
the newspaper man informed the oth-
er that Rose was in need of a physic-
ian. Dr. Purcell reached down and
turned Mr. Rose over on his hack and
it then showed that The injured man
had been shot twice in the head and
once through the left side. One bul-
let entered just a little to the right
of the center of the forehead a little
distance below the hair, and came out
at-out an inch above that, while the
other bullet struck about an inch and
a half back in the hair, an inch to the
right of the center of his head. It
came out in about two inches. The
bullet in the side pierced about the
center of the side and remained in the
body. It went through the band
at the top of the trousers, just
an inch to the front of the loop put'
on pantaloons for a belt, and which
'cop was right at the center side.
On turning over -the injured man
Dr. Purcell immediately unloosened
his shirt and collar, Rose being in
his shirt sleeves. The wounded man
had ix•en groaning, but was uncon-
scious. The only rational thing he
I did after being shot was to try to urs-
botton his pants, probably on account
of tlit wound in his side. He tugged
atthe button Orly the fractlon of a
know how many shots were fired, as
was greatly excited. Mr. Loving
came into my room and said, 'I had
to do it.'"
Mr. Blow's Statement.
Mi. Vernon Blow is the well known
stave man at the head of the Hiram
Blow plants around over the coun-
try, and his version of the incident
is as follows':
"The door between the private of-
fice and the main office was closed.
Loud talking was heard in the other
room, which is the rear room. Some-
one rapped on the connecting door
and came in before anyone could re-
ply. It was Rose. I got up to leave,
and Rose remarked, 'Stay, I want you
to hear this out.'
"Then Mr. Loving said something
iike this: '1 don't wish to talk with
you,' and left the office., going out of
the hall door. I stayed and listened
to Mr. Rose, who talked of his busi-
ness troubles and his controversy
with Loving. In a few mintffes Mr.
Loving returned, coming in the room
from the door which connected the
two offices. I left the room, and as
I did so, I said: 'Gentlemen, there is
no use of having any trouble over
this matter.' I had hardly got into
the hall when I heard the shooting.
Three shots were fired, I think. Lov-
ing immediately came out of the
room and said: 'I had to do it.'"
Charlie Crow's Statement.
Mi. Charles Crow, a son of Cor-
oner James Crow, was in the -busi-
ness office of the lumber company
when Rose entered Mr. Crow is a
lumber inspector, and said in regard
to the shooting:
"I was in the business office read-
ing when Mr. Rose came in. He was
extremelty angry and walking up to
the desk w'here Mr. Gilbert was at
work said:
!"Gilbert, I understand you are a
member of this firm now, and I want
you to pay that $ts you owe me.'
"'What $ts,' answered Mir. Gilbert.
"'That $15 you drew from the
Memphis bank.
"Mr. Rose's manner was very
thieatening, and he kept pounding his
(Continued on Page Four.)
'lief Woods stated yesten'ay that
•-sys truck for the Tenth and
Jones street department house was
working finely, as shown by the three
times it  has been out to fires since
airriTitig fwo weeks ago. The old
trisck has been stored away and is for
sale, but as yet no deal has been
made for its disposal.
Spark Iginted Roof.
Yesterday at 1 o'clock the fire de-
partment was called to the house on
Adams between Seventh and Eighth
streets, occupied 'by the negro Merl-
weather. A spark had dropped out of
the chimney onto the roof and ig-
nited same, but the laddies put it out
before much headway was gained
Mild Rebuke
GIVEN TO GERMAN PAPERS BY
VIEWS HELD IN
ENGLAND.
•
As to the Proposed Naval Maneuvers
in the Baltic Sea and
Ports.
London, Aug. 3,--The forthcoming
visit of a British fleet to the Baltic
Sea appears more than likely to mark
the beginning of more cordial rela-
tions between Germany and Great
Britain, instead of as, has been sug-
gested in some quarters, adding to
the friction now existing. The pro-
posed visit was known to the German
foreign office months ago, and sug-
gestions that objections to it were
raised by Germany are unfounded.
Ernest George Prettyman, secre-
tary to the admiralty, Today in reply
to questions, said d'efinitely that no
protests regarding the visit of the
fleet had been received. •
Friendly comment on the pending
cruise from German Baltic ports cre-
ates the belief that it will help along
King Edward's desire for good rela-
tions between Germany and Great
Britain, and the announcement of Em-
peror William's support of the candi-
dacy of Prince Charles, of Denmark,
for the Norwegian throne is accepted
as an indication that the German ruler
proposes to work in the same direc-
tion. The report is revived that Em-
peror William will meet King Ed-
ward during the latter's Forthcoming
trip to Marienbad.
PROF. E. L. WILEY
MEETS DEATH.
Both Legs Crushed by Rapidly Mov-
ing Street Car.
Yellow Fever
Scare Is Here
BOARD OF HEALTH WILL DO
EVERYTHING TO PRO-
TECT CITY.
'
he Dangerous Question of Southern
Negroes Visiting Here Eighth of
August Taken Up.
Chattanooga, Tenn., August
While trying to catch a rapidly mov-
ing car late yesterday afternoon,
Prof. E. L. Wiley, 43 years of age,
one of the proprietors of the Moun-
tain City 'business college, was run
over, both legs being ground off,
from effects of which he died soon
after. Prof. Wiley came here several
years ago from St. Clairsville, 0.,
and his remains will he taken back
to his old home for burial. His broth-
er. Prof. P. A. Alley, who is at the
old home, will attend the funeral.
Scene steps may -1*. taken by the
municipal authorities regarding pre-
venting the thousands of colored ex-
cursionists from coming into this city
August 8th to participate in the cele-
bration always held upon that day by
the colored population. The officials
ftar there may be danger of spread-
ing into this city the yellow fever that
is now terrorizing the entire South
and scaring thousands of refugees to-
ward Northern cities.
Yesterday afternoon Mayor Yeiser -
called a meeting of the board of
health 'himself for the especial pur-
pose of considering this question. All
the members were present at the res-
idence of President J. W .Pendley on
Broadway near 'Ninth street. The
gathering was held there on account
of the illness of the physician pre-
venting him from leaving home for
the past day or two. After discussing
the question at some length the board
adjourned to meet again tomorrow
afternoon, when some definite action
v.ill be taken.
Mayor Yeiser and the others real-
ize that thousands of people are rush-
ing northward to keep out of the way
of the epidemic of that dangerous di-
ease, and fear that some of the fleeing
darkies would come here on the ex-
cursions always run into this city
from all points down the railroad
touching this point. In this manner
there is danger of exposed people
coming here and causing Trouble by
sickness. It is more' than probable
that the railroads will be asked not
to bring the darkies here, and it is
believed they Oil acquiesce in the de-
sires of the municipal authorities, as
General Agent Jolm T. Donovan, of
the I. C., has stated that road would
do anything to protect the city. Of
course if the city officers do not want
the strangers brought here, and the
voad persisted, all the city would
have to do would be to establish a
rigid quarantine and this would pre-
vent anybody coming in unless they
could produce a health certificate prov
ing conclusively they had not been
exposed' to tile disease. This would
have the effect of stopping all trains
a• the city limits and turning the ex-
cursionists back homeward.
As another precautionary , move-
ment the mayor yesterday saw the
members of the board of public
works and got them to start work im-
mediately of thoroughly cleaning up
the streets and gutters of the city so
as to remove as far as possible all
danger from this source. Work at
this has already been started and a
large force will be kept working con-
stantly.
Mosquitoes are considered the bees
carriers of disease-breeding germs
arid the mayor advocates throwing
bucket of coal oil into the stagnant
ponds of water down along the river
front bottoms and other places close
to the city. The oil will kill the mo-
squitoes and exterminate this source
of dangler.
The authorities intend doing every-
thing possible to protect and safe-
guard the populatio# from possible
contraction of the yellow fever which
once started creates widespread havoc
and causes quick death in the infected
districts.
One of the conductors of the N., C.
Sr St. L. railroad coming here yester-
eay from Memphis stated that the
Bluff City people were flocking away
from that place by the hundreds on
account of being scared over the sit-
uation.
BRYAN'S SON HAS
SEPTIC POISONING.
Is Removed to the Presbyterian Hos-
pital at Chicago.
—.otos
Winona Lake, Ind., Aug. 3.—Wm.
Jennings Bryan, Jr., son of the Ne-
braska democratic leader, who was
here for ten days with the Culver. ca-
dets, was last evening taken to the
Presbyterian hospital at Chicago. He
has septic poison in the knee.
Before leaving here an incision Was
made and eight ounces of pus were
drawn riot. He hobbled about the
lake shore here on crutches, with one
foot bandaged up, but nothing serious
was thought of it. It is believed the
poison came from trimming toe nails
too closely with a knife. He is said
to be in a serious condition.
Efforts to locate his father, Wm J.
Aryan, by telegraph were unsuccess-
ful. as he is on a lecturing tour, and
the boy did not know where he was.
1%
eswommila, 
New Agent
MR. WEST SUCCEEDS MR
GEORGE DURST AT BROOK-
PORT.
Richard Geagen Expected Any Day
From Louisville-Messrs. Neuf-
fer and Buker Here.
Mx. George Duret, agent of the Il-
linois Central railroad at Brookporie
has resigned his position and been
succeeded by Mr. 'West, the old agent
located there for several years. The
latter took charge of the office a day
or two ago. Before being Over at
Brookport Agent Dneet was located
in this city.
Expected Any Day.
Mr. Richard Geagen, the new ac-
countant for the local freight depart-
ment of the Illinois Central railroad,
Ts expected any day from Louisville
to assume charge of his office. He is
being detained at the Falls City on
account el there not having arrived
the party that sticceeds him there.
Mrs. Geagen and children arrived last
night and are at the Roll-ton home on
North Fifth street. •
Former Engineer.
Mr. Amoss Owsley is here from Big
City for a stay of an indefinite peri-
e He is the former engineer for the
• - ie Central who is now connected
r road up in Eastern Kentucky
' '-e and other capitalists built
e coal fields they control
-tspection Tour.
Neeffer and J. E. Buker
:rday morning from
• -er spending several
shops, wen* on to
ec: epanied by Master
urnbull. The two
7 :re as- ?tit superintendents
achin(sn' ' • the entire Illinois
tie 
-era] syetrr end are out upon a
of in ee -• ern of the shops over
t'
Mr Feeny Out.
Traveling .Engineer B. J. Feeny
was able to 'be down in the city yester
eay for the fleet time in several weeks,
because of a sprained ankle. He was
sitting on a truck at Cecilia and when
he Jumped off same his ankle turned
under him and ca-used a painful sprain.
•
Pittsburg coal is proving to the peo-
ple that it is the beet and cheapest
coal
English Becoming the Language Of
the 'World.
fWaihington Post.)
Westering more indie-ative of the
changing character of the times has
occurred than the remark of the Jap-
anese peace envoy concerning the Ian
guage to be used during the progress
ci the negotiations. He expresees the
hope that English will be the medium
of communication and adds that he
does not speak French.
A diplomat who does noe speak
French e The idea seems absurd. For
centuries the French language has
been the beau ideal of diplomatic in-
tercourse. It is the tongue of the cote-
t:er who in the salon de‘ires to bestow
a graceful compliment, or who, around
the council table, endeavors to cloak
his real meaning and mislead his op-
ponent. In Europe and, it might be
added, in the United States a knowl-
edge of French is considered absolute
ly necessary -to a complete education,
and is the National Capitol a member
of the diplomatic corps who did not
*peak Frenth would be regarded as
totally unfit for the position. Things;
are evidently different in Japan. No
French for the Japaneee diplomat, if
you please. 1-k wants the good old
Anglo-Saxon, a language in which
thought is expressed with direceness
2nd forret_ He aiscar'ds the traditions
of centunies and eilungee into the lan-
guage of the New 'Wotkl.
The time is coming when English
will be the :uri iverea I : tongue. This is
almost the vase at the present time.
When our fathers were young no one
.could make -a satisfactory tour of the
continent nolesshe was-abee to speak
-and underetand Freineh. -Today, ex-
cept in some 
-remote corner where civ-
ilization has -not penetrated, a knowl-
edge of Freneh is not essential. Along
ell the highways of ttavel English is
epekerr by a large proportion of those
-seer deai with the tourist claire. The
s a :t number of Americans veho visit
'Europe and veheere knowledge of the
language is very Tenited has made it
necessary for foreigners to learn Eng
lish. in Germany The teaching of the
'Pewee!r language is considered essees-
tial and in mercantile houses it lnas
been found that only through a knowl
edge of irengiieh can the German man-
efactuters 'hope to compete with their
British and American rivals. The ac-
tivity of the English in Africa has
done much: toward the spread of the
language in that continent and the
same reselt hiss been attained in other
quaPte-ts of the globe through the es-
tablishment of English colonies,
The rbeervant Japanese, building up
an becidenitel nation in the Orient.
have evidently been impreseed with
We modern tendency toward the te-
versed turteref the •Pengleaft- lengeage.
They are keeping pace with events.
The Vera Cruz and Pacific railway
is tie be built by Japanese laborers.
They have been tested and found
better than Chinamen. I
Japan's Terms
ARE KNOWN TO PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT, IT IS AL-
LEGED.
A Pessimistic Note From Oyster Bay
Indicates Failure cf Peace
Conference.
Niev.- York, Aug. 3.-On the eve of
the arrival of M. Wiete, Russia's' chief
plenipotentiary in the approaching
peace negotiations a rather pessimis-
tic note was detected in the go-sip
f:orn Oyster Bay, which reached the
foreign diplomats now in this city.
While the president is still hepeful
that lasting peace will follow the
meeting, which lie is bringing about,
new difficulties are presenting them-
selves, and it is reported that even
Mr. Roosevelt is in considerable doubt
at to the- outcome; '
It may be noted first that the presi-
dent, whatever may be said to the
contrary, is in possession of the basis
on which Japan is willing to negotiae.
He knows approximately the amount
of indemnity Jap-an will endeavor to
exact, he knows the general arrange-
ment that Japan will insist on in or-
der to revent tancxber struggle for
the control of the Asiatic seaboard.
The president also feels that the
Japanese proposals' are not likely to
be satisfactory to Russia.
It may be noted in the second place
that the president feels that his
tongue is abseilutely tied in the *se
of moral suasion on either Japan for
modification of terms or on Russia
for an acceptance of the same if they
cannot be nrodified.
With M. Witte's arrival there will
remain bro be completed but: a few
minor details before the plenipoten-
tiaries are brought face to face with
the world-important task which con-
fronts them. The Japanese envoys
have been on the ground for a week.
Baron Rosen, Russian ambassador at
Washington and the junior commis-
sioner for the emperor, is awaiting
M. Witte in New York, and there re-
mains but the informal call upon Pres
ident Roosevelt, which M. Witte will
make on Friday, and then Ate formal
call of beeh sides on Saturday, at
which the Russians and the Japanese
commissioners will, with due cere-
mony, be presented to each other.
This delicate diplomatic function
will OMIT on the naval yacht May-
flower aer the entrance to Oyster Bay
harbor. and will be follrewed by a din-
ner given to the joint commissions by
the president, immediately after
which, in separate cruisers, the en-
voys will depart for Portsmouth,
where the peace conference will be
inaugurated in all probability on
Thursday.
Prior sir the first meeting of the
commissioners there will be another
sound of formalities to be oberved
at. the scene of the conference. This
includes the official welcome re Ad-
mirarMeade, commander of the navy
yard at Porymenith, who will dine the
envoys next Tuesday, then, the rep-
resentatives of the two nations which
ate waging the bloodiest war in the
world's hi-tory will face each other
across a broad mahogany table, be-
neath the American flag-an eevent
uniqne in the nation's history-in an
effort to effect a lasting peace.
CHARGE DISMISSED.
Case Against Rerbert Hall Was Dis-
missed in Police Court.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Sanders dismissed the
housebreeking tharge against Robert
Walter Marehall was fined $5 for
cursing another person.
There was dismissed the case charg
ing Henry Johnson with carrying
cencraled weapons.
Aleck 'Patton, the constable, was
dismissed of the case charging him
with using iosultinglanguage towards
another.
The court ordered Jabbo Smieh,
cokrred, he'll until requisition papers
could be gotten for him to be carried
hack to Ieanibere Miss.. where he is
charged with killing another darky
over a ten cent crap game.
D ET ECTIVIM COMPELLED
TO USE PISTOLS.
Chicago, Aug. 2.-A riot, in which
several hundred people took part, oc-
curred last night in South Chicago,
where three detective: employed by
the Lake Shore St Michigan Southern
-railroad attempted to arreve Chao 'B.
France for riding on a sand train. The
detectives in trying to make the ar-
rest were compelled to use their re-
velvers and the crowd retaliated ,with
Vick; and stones. A number of peo-
ple were injured in :the tight.
CHARGED WITH FRAUD.
St. Paul, Aug. 2.- •jf Chit C. Henley,
1)011k:her of the Alliance Advocate
and well. know throughout the West
l
us
 a leader in the Partners' Alliance
and either political movements, 'bac.
ibten arrested by United States Mar-
shah Grimettaw hn a' charge of siting
the mails is
 
ennTrection with a scheme
Ito defraud.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
i Painting done now will stay painted
we do the work.
I Warren Fe Son, It4 North Sixth.
Phone 541-A,
roc a Week for The Register. ,
Illinois Central R. R.
Niagara Falls-August 4th, and
train No. 104 of August 5th, round
trip $L7.55, good . returning for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisie4le only on morning train No.
16, B. St 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City-Al trains of August
3rd, round trip e21.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August, 14th.
Atlantic City-All trains of August
loth, rcrund trip $21.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from -Louis-
ville and on all train- leaving that
place August loth, good returning for
12 days.. ' •
Louisville, Ky.-July 30th and 31st,..1
round trip $6.95, good returning until
August Toth.
For further particulars apply,
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A.. Union depot.
- Remodeling Sale.
Our increase in business has com-
pelled us to have our stoic enlarged.
We will offer special prices during
the months of August and September.
We quote a few specials:
Genuine Rogers teaspoons, St.,ser
grade, 75c a set.
Genuine Rogers tablespoons, boo
grade, $1.5o a set, 75c for 3.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
$4.00 grade, $2.75 a set.
Roger Bros. 0347 knives and forks.,
$4.50 grade, $3.5o a set.
A solid gold watch, Elgin or Wal-1,
tham movement, $12.50.
A Seth Thomas mantel clock, 8-day,
$4.00.
A gold filled 20 year guarantee case,
Elgin or Waltham movement, $8a5.
Many other bargains the price
should make you See the goods.
Engraving done free o n each arti-
cle. Respectfully,
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
J. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
311 Broadyaw-Yellow Front.
I. K. Hendrick, J. G. Kinn
KENDRICK 14,AILL.fR
LAWYERS
Rooms i, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-s Broaoway.
Practice in all the courts of tha
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture es
short notice.
PADUCAI-.1 MATTRESS CO.
215 to 219 South Third St.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY"Ai'LA.W.
109 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstaiti
Commercial and Cc
-operative
Business a Specialty.
T. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law
Room as and 14 Columbia EN&
Oki Phone WO.
TAKE
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel-
ing, Loss- of Appetite,
Nervous Depres sion
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores.
Price 50c per Bottle.
6RUUN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
_
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway-Phone tan,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone to.
Democratic Speaking.
Tilk city eandidates for the various
offices to be voted for at the demo-
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at
folrlowing time and place. Everybody
invited to come out and hear them.
The epeakings will occmeat 8 o'clock
p. m. at the places and on the dates
below given;
Mkehanicsiburg, corner Myers and
Farley streets, Auguet 8.
N., C. & St. L. depot, August 9.
Union drug store, Tennessee and
Goebel averate, August to.
Old depot, corner Eleventh and
Broadway, August tt.
J. C. freight shed, Sixth and below
Tetimble, August 12.
Gallman'it,,corner Twelfth and Bur-
net% August 14.
Fire station, corner Jones and
Tenth streets, August ts.
Savage voting place, corner Six-
teenth and Monroe, Auguet 16.
County court house, August te.
Merkel. house, August t8.
City hall, August 19.
Come foie, come ale. and being your
friends anti hear what they have to
say. Every citizen should be inter-
ested in the affairs of time municipal
eoverranent of his city. Bring your
wives and children; nothing will be
said en done that wdl mar the tender-
est reenement of the hearers.
Subscribe for the Register.. „
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and as, Columbi
Building.
Paducah. - - - Kentucky
J. C. Flounsoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
-LAWYER-
Rooms ai and at& Fraternity
Will prtcti-_-;-• •l: Jowls of Ky.
sart
DR. ROBT. J. RPiTERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to lo a. rro, to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 9. in.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Ihulding.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE zse NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 10 OScs 2511
-When in Want of-
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue.-Tel, 956-red.
Taylor &
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.-Rooms 2o3 and 204
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building.
-
H. B. KEEKER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty
s Phone 1472.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
• Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
DEAL'S hang anOrchestra
Phone, 136-red.
L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. WM. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah-Banking Co.
At Close of Business, June 30, 1935.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts   $203,o5'o.4
Cash and exchange ... 33,182.7$
Furniture and Fixtures  700.00
Bonds 
 
  1,000.00
$237,953.59
LIABILITIES.
Capital 100,000 oo
Deposits 1r5,619.23
Rediscounts   12,500.00
Tax account  1,000 .05
Surplus    8,000.00
Undivided profits 834.36
$237,953.59
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John J. Bleich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paductth, Ky.
se4-4.44+444-1-4•44+++++++4-1-14-14 se4+444ef-ee4+4+4*4"H'4•••'H'•fhIl
L. COULSON,
PLO INS...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mose 133. 54., Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padur-fth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplua *1515,(300
ED P. NOBLE, PRE& G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES..
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to lito per year as to sits. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fme modern hotel is now open under a new
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
 •
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Brock.
Office Phone 369. - - Residtnce Phone ;26
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
GO TO -
HOTEL LA GOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNI 1.
35,fr EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
tt:3o U'NTIL 1 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 5ce. 12:30 tO 1.
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Locate Dairy
MR. STEELE HERE FROM CHI-
CAGO FOR THAT PUR-
POSE.
Colonel John Sinnott Will Not Re-
tire From Business, But Make
Shorter Trips.
Mt. F. R. Steele of Chicago, arriv-
-ed here yesterday on business con-
nected with the location in the city
.of a branch dairy for the Hastings
Industrial Cohmany, of Chicago. He
is most favorably impressed with Pa-
ducah, but cannot as yet tell wheth-
er his plant goes here or not.
Thi5 concern operates similar in-
ItiliPutions the country over, thelr
buliness being to buy milk up from
cow owners and pay them according
to the test the lacteal fluid stands.
They are a very wealthy corporation
and do a mammoth business every-
-When,. They do not own cows them-
selves, but depend on the farmers for
this.
Window Dressers.
Hr. Logan Bouleare, of Waller-
stein's clothing establishment, goes
to Chicago tomorrow to attend the
annual convention of the Window
Dresser's association. which consists
of decorators and dressers of win-
*dews from the country over. The
convention will be held at the Sari-
toga hotel, commencing next Mon-
sitlay, and lasting for three days.
New Position.
James Leake ha resigned hts po
shiest with rite C. M Leake Feinting
tstablilberent, :Lad taken a pima with
the Rogers compaay North Fourth
street.
Newapapes Meld.
Mr. Cecil Lacy has taken a posi-
tion he news gathering force of
t He has just returned
I years' course at thel
Virginia it Charlottes-
, a a very bright and
man.
Will Quit Business.
was r 
a ted that Colonel John
t, Sr as preparing to sell his
eat in Thompson & Wilson
01ecale ky establishment of1.111 
North, Foiled, street and retire from
aktIve Ilk altogether. This is erne-
fie doe colonel will continue
r:tealliAser Cis active connection with
the company, but tereafter make only
occasienal trips nut in his favored
territory He will hereafter not make
such long and trying tours as , has
been his custom en years past..
•
Dreams May Cause Death.
(Chicago Tdhuese
Peopic have recently been killed by
dreamt. Most people have ,,nffered
from theft terrible nightmare visions
in which the victim is pursued by an
assassin with upraised keife, or is
trembling on the edge of a fearful
piecipice, or is in some other immi-
nent danger of a 'sudden and terrible
death The, dreams are cemmon,
and nearly always the sufferer awakes
thankful and happy asi his escape.
But .ometinies he doesen't awake.
Sometimes the knife falls cc the sleep
Cr in his hallucination plunges down
the precipice. These are the dreams
thae kill.
In cases where dreams kill there is
a sort of combined action between the
dream and the diocese through which
death is accomplished. In the first
place the dream is usually the product
of the disease. A person may have
heart disease, which never asserts it-
self or allows the victim in any way
to know tef its presence until the fact
is disclosed in a frightful dream.
Moreover, terrifying dream, are the
• first evidence of heart disease. Then
the frequent recurrence of these
dreams, dealing repeated shocks to
the nervous system, aggravate e the
disease until the heart is so weak that
one more shock is sufficient to cits-e
death.
H a person has bad dreams it does
not necessarily follow, however, that
he has heart disease. Dreams indi-
cating heart disease are usually of a
terrifying nareure and relate to death.
nawakening the sufferer will notice
a violent heart palpitation. Chnenic
pericarditis is always preceded by hor
rible dreams, such as that of being
thrown into a lake of fire or being
crushed in a railroad wreck or burned
by a Volcanic eruption.
The approach of insanity may also
be revealed by implealatee dreams, or
insanity may be hastened by mach
dreams. There are many cases where
a person has been driven insane by
streams.
WELL KNOWN LADY
DANGEROUSLY ILL.
New York, Aug. 3.—Mr. John G.
‹arl'sle, the wife of former Secretary
'Carlisle, is dangerously ill in her sum-
mer home in Bayshore, Long island,
and little hope is entertained for her
recovery. Mrs. Carlisle has been in
failing health since the death of her
two erns, Will and Logan, eix and
Sight years ago. For the' ast month
Mr. Carlisle has been at the bedside
of his wife.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by ele.:trical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43r- Jefferson
street.
Four Facts For
Sick Women
To Considez
Lydia 8. Pinkhazn's Vegetable Compound
Has an Unequalled Record of Cures—
Mrs. l'inkliarn's Advice Is Confiden-
tial, Free, and always Helpful
F1BST.—That almost every operation
in our hospitals performed upon women
becomes necessary through neglect of
such symptoms as backache, irregular
and painful menstruation, leucorr a,
displaoementa of the uterus, pain in
the side, burning sensation in the stom-
ach, bearing-down pains, nervousness,
dizziness arid eleeplesaness.
SECOND. —The medicine that holds
the record for the largeet numbed of
absolute cures of female ills is Lydia
E. Pinkhames Vegetable Compound.
It regulates, strengthens and cures
diseases of the female organism as
nothing elms can.
For thirty years it has been helping
women to be strong, curing backache,
nervousness, kidney troubles, all uter-
ine and ovarian inflammation, weak-
ness and displacements, regulating
menstruation perfectly and overcom-
ing its pains. It has also proved itself
Invaluable in preparing for childbirth
and the change of life.
Tztan.—The great volume of unno-
licited and grateful testimonials on file
at the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Maas., many of which are from time to
time published by permission, give ab-
solute evidence of the value of Lydia
E. leinkham's Vegetable Compound and
Mrs. Pinkharn's advice.
Fouars. —Every ailing woman in the
United States is asked to accept the
following invitation. It is free, will
bring yes health said may save your
life.
Mrs. Ilkhdtha m' Standleg levitation
to W owes.- Women suffering from any
form of feznale w are invited to
proaaptlyeonwi with Mrs. Pink-
ham. at Lynn, All letters are
received, opened. and answered
by woman only. Pro n,
your trouble may the
quicskeet and surest ear le Mowry
advised. Out of thesteftlaWex-
perietelee in treating Mole Mt lir&
rtnkham probably nagehe very lenewl.
edge that will help yoga case. Surely,
any woman, rich or pods!, le very foolish
if she does not take advantage of this
generous offer of saaistaisee.
Pastor's Wife
MRS. BERTIE CUNNINGHAM
PASSED FROM LIFE YES-
TERDAY.
Mrs. Elizabeth'Craig Died of Blood
Poisoning Caused by Pricking
Finger With Fishbone.
Yesterday at nil Mr- Bert
Cunidtigham -died at her home on
Ninth And Mei streets, after a five
week,* tnest with typhoid fever. Her
death is a most sad one as it cuts
ort flee life of a popular and wom-
anly,' mktron of many endearing
qualities who made friends of every-
body during 'her six months' resi-
dence here.
The deceased was born twenty-
three years ago near Cadiz, in Trigg
county, Ky., and there resided until
last February, when she was united
in marriage to Rev. E. H. Cunning-
ham. who had just accepted the pee-
'orate of the Second fiaptet church
of this city, and who immediately
brought here his bride to take up
their home.
The deceased was the daughter of
Me. and Mrs. F. M. Thomas, of
Trigg county, and besides her parents
left eight brothers and sisters, to
deeply mourn their irreparable loss.
This morning at to reclock funeral
services will be held at the family
residence, conducted by Rev. A. S.
Cheek, of the First Baptist church.
Immediately thereafter the body will
he !shipped to her former home near
Cadiz for burial, accompanied by her
husband, parents and other relatives,
who were with her at death.
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are. announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the folloveng
special occasions:
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monteeele Bible
Training sehooe July 3—Aug. 15, 1905
Monteagle, Tenn.—Woman's con-
gress, Aug. I—I5, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inst tute, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oxford, Miss.—Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aug. 9, 1905.
Riarfriond, Va.—Farmers' eiational
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June 16—July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above oceasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting enes
or by addreseing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Lotaisvilie, Ky.
G. B. ALLrN, A. G. P. A., St
Louis, Mo.
Pricking of Finger Killed.
Yesterday morning Mrs. Elizabeth
Craig died at her home in the Epper-
son neighborhood of the counny af-
ter an ilinet• with blood poisoning
Last week while working with a fish
she stuck the bone in the end of her
finger and this caused blood poison-
ing to set in, which proved fatal
The deceased was 55 years of age
and left a family of two sons and
one daughter. She was the wife of
Mr. F. J. iCraig.
The remains were buried yesterdiy
afternoon at the Jones cemetery of
that vicinity.
LET THE COURTS DO THIS.
The People Want No White-washing
, Jobe Done.
Now York, Aug. 3,--At an informal
meeting of a number e4 insurance corn
missioners from Western and South-
ern states, including Kentucky and
Tennessee, it was determined to con-
duct an indepesdent investigation of
the affairs of the three bii life insur-
ance companies for the purpose of
determining whether they are entitled
to the confidence of .the people. A
Teener of the commission/re will be
held here on August to to arrange a
program of .work.
Robbers got $4,00o from a Danville,
berth Tuesday night.
For perfection and parity smoke
I Elk Dream toe
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Motel—High and Dry sod
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMiMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 339 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Brodway, Paducsea, Ky.
New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Abstracting oi Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real gstate Law.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4. Columbia building,
' Phone tost Red.
Paducah Undertaking
Company.
S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
205 South Third Street.
Residence over store,
Both Phones ito 
—Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers
tivo North Fifth. Both Phones ;SS.
Residence zz4z Clay. Old phone zags
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
good.. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
'0•111161
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. I to 3 p. m.: 7 to g Q. in.
A. S. DABNEY.
--Di N1' 1ST
Tznehe•:r rt•-''
At the head of the class,
Dream roc Quer. ,
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson S,.s. phone 23e,& Clay Sts., phone 313.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky,
Thos B. Mc Gregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone ITA. Ole Phone 303
domain
eik OUR
PITTSBURG
COAL r
Is the cheapest on the
market. We, also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Gefour pri-
ces before placing your
... order....
Pittsburg Coal Co.
41' .4+41*If 444H4
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City:
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOS!' COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. 0 UR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRA DE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLeeS, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREN(' JSE NO.
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE N b. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHkOPF BUGGYCO.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
• •
•
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST IQ. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
MONTHLY PAYIVIEN't LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
TIEDG" Et W. WIIIITTEMOR ti. Piii.ctuyah.
HEATING
Hot Water - Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
i The real estate agents, has
lworth of city property for
 
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
Elks' Houses for rent.
Telephone, old, 2665.
$175,000
sale and
Henry Mammen, sr., the reliabli
book manufacturer, Blank Books,
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialLy.
Subscribe For The Register.
4-,-ne
Steamboats
fW•re4W-1-4‘11+ 4W+ItU+4te +1,1ff4.
Excursions
+++++++++++++
Se Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennmsee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, condors
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L
Bren, -ent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
'5to12es sarzcl
Ftirrzitare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 COUXI st. Old phone t3111
Clem Fraosioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone io6. 40ol,/, Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated. 
. . .dr .
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REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO,
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
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Entered•at the postoffice of
Ky., aonecond-class mail splatter.
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'/•••• ^e Mille( to receive this paper
-r • • sheik, report the matter to
"--• 'Oster -office at once. rrele-
ri 7.r."  TO:sioticarisattd 318.
-
nrrittay 'Amok ag, Aug. 4, 'gay
gence, vb.o.her it comes of vanity or
weakness or deliberate evil design
If it succeeds in its particular aim
the punishment cif a few will go far to
deter vaiwantl weak men from becom-
ing the tools of the sharpers. Even
if it falls in this one instance it, villl
still exert important deterrent effect,
becaue it will make it manifest, first,
that sireli vanity or weakness rrray
easily bring men under peril of legal
punishment and disgrace, and, second-
ly, that the great body of the public
is in sympathy with the enforcement
of such law."
The Nashville Banner covers the
matter well when it says: "When
the history of political degeneracy
and corruption in -various American
communities is analyzed it is diffi-
.•
cult to say whether the root of the
evil lies with the business men an'd
corporations that give graft, or with
Whe politicians that demand it. Waters
the decalogue is an authority in pol-
itics and the golden rule obtains, in
business, then probably we may loOk
out for tise millenium, but there is
room for great improvement without
reaching rnillenial conditions."
'The EcotO le Prosecutions.
Ohere is rt o ell for gratifications-in
eels: tht.t New York offraials
1 ve decided t• • ocmapel such cameos
the Ilqurtable Assurance Society
as can be proved tto have diverted to
their owo uses the money of otbers
to disgorge their all-gotten gains.
Commenting upon this fact the Bhi-
cago Chvonicle aairs:
"The chief fault .in this connectiad
with ohith the American public 'is
ohargeatik is nottbat they are tbem:
selves- wanting • in lenessto or willinsit
• to toierate it in thou who do lack
'Whitt once satisfostOthat any man 44
'crooked' lhe majority rarely respect
"him or trast him agiSin. Any boast
-effort to make this thlear is good it
•itself.
"But theis.own fairoa ss makes Orem
-slow to heiroe the coatariry of ott
•ers, and the exacting demands of
American but iness hicidorce them bo
•feel that they cannot Afford time act
prosecute on adOle too mang!
oi those to aft om the Otto of Po:mei
c ut ion 'has be' -n de I egair d and who
are veld for the time our tabor 011ie
•conetzwed this otkitude .of many pro-
pk to mean neat they alc• not wish
the law, enforoad.
"Th. is and .always ba, been a
great aniatake. Nothing mons the re-
ohs confiatonce and sir support
cif the majority at the public as readi-
ly and as 'firmly-nu an intiellionit zeat
In enforcing hoe*, for the opotection
of the hosseotioltisen.
"It is nut to be acnied that-ohis ap-
parent irdiSerence of the pdblic,
-though it is
-'illy more preocaapation
than iroliffnence, ivaishoth oprisrd op-
jiorttu1y t000nscraggloua mess and
omboldrned ilbem to stake adirautage
apt it. In or to carry oat /their
schemes ..the,y love beep compeCiadto
Ala ve the go:sow-rat ion ..-of others, sfaid
for this they 'Owe seleeted vain nen
wiIlir .to figure as managing Antis
tothich• they do mot wide( stand, wth.A
men who woulttorrr defrastd anybo47
puipOsely bar arc willing to he pair
as a ,fociates s.f tastacestfol linen' with-
as ut isiquiring 'how they aiscceed, or
tOe ono- kind of •sirak men who are
ovi:ling to profit by crookedness so
long as they do moo have to lead in
carrying it one.
"Out tg this grows one great dan-
ger of the system of oomporatioas, the
Stetting up,, for the sole purpose of
winning piblic con6desoo of 'beards
of ifsrectors .of whose personnel the
ptie has some knowledge, but octisch
•'do aos direct.' When the one or two
or tlirrat men who actually manage af-
fair. are bones( men nobody is harm-
ed, bet the practice opens the ()poor-
tioljsy for the unscOupulous, and they
promptly take it. Ircs, the number of
reafty dishooest men in the commun-
ity is no greater than it would be an-
tier a more rigid practice',
"It is hoped that this Equitable
prottecution promise,, an attempt
prove that there ia law enough
to
to
ptmish thie kind of reckless negli-
The same "yellow" papers which
made Sato,. of the Japanese peace en-
voy party, say many things which he
denied as -of O-hole cloth, are now
crowding their columns with expres-
sions, assertions, statements, declar-
ations, etc., by M. Sergias Witte,
Rusia's chief plenipotentiary, though
he has hariblycnt his foot. on Amer-
ican so. lb astd cannot speak English
at all. In -view of - these facts it is
worth while 4ort the general reader to
place little credit -iu these "yellow"
statements.
Emperor 'Wilhelm thinks that if
Prince Charles, of Denmark, is not
made ruler of Norway that- the bolt-
ing country will become a republic.
The kaiser is free to say' he prefers
a-monarchial government to a repub-
lic and therefore is foc Prince Charles.
Norway is yet' to be heard as to the
choice EtTliperet William makes for
her king.
There were more deaths from ty-
phoid fever in IPhiladelphia last week
than there were deaths from yellow
fever in New Orleans. Yet soothing
wos thought of the former fact -while
the latter was made one of rartioreal
a-sorest. Strange is it not?
tiMorriana is tetasig to have the su-
preme court of the. United Statesspass
upon her anti-tragic-law, which a state
coeirt has declared • unconstitirtiosial.
-Soeden's new cabinet, is said to be
favorable to a pane, ful solution . of
theocOssolution of aie old union Mith
Nooss.y.
Appeared Gitic of It.
(SoccasO)
'.'•Fatini what I kaosv• of his tastes
td tarolencies, I aiminot at all ser-
e-teed. that Grover .Cle‘eland should
prefer to keep out of politics," re-
oently remarked a irked of the Zoo
president. "I remember that wtwa
ha stopped' out of snake at the end
of -the se•ond term a.s -thiefexecutive
he felt • vastly relieved. kliis spirit
rule with a bound. A•farr days after
the inauguattion of Poeshieut McKia-
ley, 1,6% chiveland was AirONew York.
anal happoued to war/oawn Broad-
way with bier?. He wasbearming, and
vitas oakingoaote of the interesting
t•opoaitostyhim with llithe jest of
a log, 'hearty ;boy just out -sif school.
Ilse -Shop stiodoows %sew -engaging
not *little ofahis attention. tIrpon a
glance Into owe of them, that of a
photographer, he stopped Aitort. In
the window was an oil painting of
himself.
" welt,' Sc exclaimed •viith a
laugh, *here is .the most intereoing
thing were seen yet! it's old 'Gro-
ver. Let', see s011iat he loess .1tice.'
Mk. Cleve/oast -and his portrait -"tar-
ed at each other -for a moment -gild
then the exopresidelit remarked •viith
chuckle..
"'So this is the man we holk
'heard so mac% about; I mtiot say
that tide picture makes him sin *
goml deal better looking than 'mono
of the partraits I have seen of him
in 'the newspapers. He looks heal-
thy, titit a little worried. I would he
willing to wager that hes glad he's
no longer president."
GEN. CARNAHAN
PASSES AWAY.
Succumbs After Two Weeks' Illness
At Woodruff Place.
Indianepolis. Id., Angast
Tames R Carrishan, major general of
the Uniform Rank. Knights of Pyth-
ias. died today at hiss home in Wood-
ruff place after an illness of twts
week'
The dead body of Wil1i,m. Joneo a
0;11'hy farmer of neat Carmi. TI!..
found in a deserted pasture. He
hs(1 berg robbed and killed.
SHOCKING
TRAGEDY
(Concluded From Page One.)
list on the desk.
"Mr. Gilbert told him he did not
want any trouble. Mr. Rose then
said, will have you  
forgers fixed by night.
"'This firm owes it right now.
will sue them today.
"I tried to persuade Mt. Rose to
leave the office, but he would not
go. Finally he said he had to see
Mr. Loving. Mr. Gilbert told bin"
that Mr. Loving was busy in the pri-
vate office with Mr. Blow.
"Mr. Rose said he did not care and
rapped on the door. 'Not receiving
any reply.he opened it and walked in.
Mk. Loving in a -moment left and
passed out into the hall.
remained a While longer and
left. As I_ passed through the hall. I
met Mr. Loving returning from the
direction of the Broadway entihnce.
"A moment after he entered his
office Mr. Wow .came bolting out.
Then the shooting. began. It sound-
ed like three shots in rapid succes-
sion. I was excited and remained in
the hall a few seconds.
"When I entered the room several
were already there. Mk. 'Ruse was
lying on his face with 'his head on
the door sill 'between the private and
clerical offices. His feet were toward
the custom hwase. -By this time sev-
eral physicians were there and one
of them turned 'Mr. 'Rose over.
"I did not see any pistol on either
irnan."
Justice 'Ilttleb 'Inquest.
When asked about the inquest
yesterdry afternoon Coroner James
'Grow said: "You-understand my po-
sition in the matter. Mr. Rose
boarded at my house, and I have
asked Justice Jesse Young to con-
duct the inquest, sishich will be held
this morning at 9 O'clock at the Pool
Sr Nance undertaking establishment.
"I got the papers and everything
off the body of the dead man, and
did not find any pistOl, knife or wea-
pon.
"As to the report that Mr. Its,.e
carried $6o,000 worth of life insur-
ance, I do not know; don't know
where he kept his -pOlicies, but ex-
pect he made them payable to his lit-
tle girl, lone Rose, who lives at my
home."
Loving's Plea.
Loving claims self defence all the
way through, and although he refuses
to mAke a statement for the mews-
papers still one of 'his lawyers said
last night that when Loving entered
the Office Rose matte us if to draw a
pin and carry out Ins :threat to-"fix"
Loving, when the latter quickly Amit-
e& his pistol and commenced feting.
After word of the shooting was
flashed over the country yesterday a
volume • of telegrams from promirient
business people over the United
States were received 'by Loving, ex-
tending sympathy to 'him over the
deplorahle affair, whit% 'be deeply re-
grets. but was forced -to do.
Mr. baying has retained Hal Cor-
bett, Thomas Harrison, ,Cecil Reed
and Campbell Flournoy as'his lawyers
Personal Mesh'''.
Mr. Laming came here 'about sia
years ago -and entered the insurance
business. 'After-wards he •helped or-
ganize the 'Globe Bank & 'Trust com-
pany and remained with the institu-
tion as cashier for a noner of years.
life then resigned last yew and was
devoting his•entire time to •the lum-
her company, until he arid Messes.
Tseorge Wallace and others bought
the Equitable 'Securities company of
'Atlanta, Ga. 'lie then wont Mown to
that city, but was' compelled to come
liatic here last -month and remain on
aeeount of the tangled condition of
the 'lumber comipany's business that
was conducted -mainly under 'Rose.
Ikr. Loving is -43 years of age and
murals well in the community. Be
has -a wife and ink 0 daughters and
one son and removed to 'Paducah
from llardwell. is intereirool in
a minlber of enterprises.
Mo. 'lose was 43 year of age -and
was torn in Arlatosas, but with 'his
parents moved to Caersville, Li-fing-
ston county, this state, where he -re-
mained -a number of years. IlsrPive
years ago he located 'here. • Ile
died four year At• Igo.
the six-year roAT girl, !lona. who Pe'
cc Itith Coroner Crow, where hies
both two
er boarded. Mr. *oat '3 pare
dead, hut he leas 
sl3ers and one sister. ak•
Rose's Card.
.I.awyer Faton, who is the -attorney
for Rose, says that yesterday morn-
ing Rose was 'in the lawyer's. office,
and stated he VMS Wring downstairs
'to Loving's office and make him sign
a statement. branding as false the
publications that Rose stole loather
from the company and took the moo-
eo sad that if Loving did not sign
the retraction, then lie, Rose, was
 go-
ing to 'have published a card charging
I LovitIo with forgery. Rose wanted
Eaton to go to Loving's office with
him, hut the lawyer refuse.. -
Aa regards this it it said by toe'
nor's friends that Rose himselrowitto
out ,authority, contracted a, $74 debt
in the lumber company's nat'4,
a note had to be ere* to pay the ac-
count. The friends tlaitn that Rose
NEW HARDWARE7HOUSE
'We have just opened an up-to-date and well stockedthardwa re de--
partment for our establishment, and are  carrying a [mammoth
. stock recognized its one of the finescin the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery:Tinw-are, Woodenware, Gran-
_
-iteware, Carpenter and Brick-masoduroob3.Wirenitails, Builder:s.:'
_Zardware, and in fact a line of goodarerquart-5—thiit carriiid-liy. the-.
'leading houses of "the oountry.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
dughouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money..
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky..
was out of town and Mr. Loving just
signed Rose's name to the note, that
.1reing necessary because Rose
was president of the company. The
debt Rose made Mr. Loving had to
-tand his part for. It war for a trans-
action•of Rose's that may come outii
the investigation.
It is -also.claimed that Rose entered
the office yesterday with the avowed
purpose of making Loving sign a
statement saying the article in the
regarding his stealingnewspapers
was fake.
if you have never tried Pittsburg
Ceal you don't know how good it it
Entertainments
THGMAS NEWELL THE HOST
FOR A DELIGHTFUL
'AFFAIR.
Mrs. Samuel 'Hubbard Gave Her
Samclay School Class Picnic—
Many At Reidlansi.
Last evening Mr. Thomas Newell
entertained a large crowd of his
friends With a delightful social at the
home of his parents, Rev. and Mrs.
T. J. Newell, of North Seventh be-
tween 'Broadway and Jefferson streets
Varied amusements composed a de-
lightful several hours that were clos-
ed with service of elegatO reresh-
ments by -the popular young host.
'Happy Outing.
Mrs. Samuel Hubbard yesterday
entertained 'her Broadway Methodist
church Sunday-school Class with a
picnic across -the river. Those over
were Navies Mary Lou Roberts. Ada
Ritter, of liopkinsville; Marie Wil-
cox, Edna Tades and Etta Hubbard,
Corinne Winstead and Mr. Leslie
Puryear, Mr. Miarshall Puryear and
Mk. Henry 'Roberts.
Church Society Entertains.
invitatssris have been isemed by the
Newell society of the 'Broadway
Methodist church for a reception this
evening at the 'home of Mist. 'William
Eades on Jefferson street.
Fine 'Barbecue.
Yesterday an iinmense crowd
people weer not at Reidland. in the
county attending a big barbecue and-
frth-fry given by the people of that
neighborhood. Several hundred par-
ties went out from this city and re-
port a most socresateful and entertain-
ing ,affair.
Artoitorg-Coat TO) slack, no Oleic,
no etlinkera.2
LIMB APRIPKEN,
Threilier Bumping Into Traction Kn.
'pie Fractured Men's Leg.
Parties. coming in yesterday morn-
ing from the Lowes Cross roads sec-
tion of 'Grave* county veported that
14/r. Ttk'k Atom had broken his leg
the day *Acre. He is the sun known
blacksmith -of that section, and was
pulling a 14re-oiling machine along
'th his rotation engine down 'the
country road, when the thresher in
-going down 'Mil suddenly humped
the engine and broke the man's
leg, "which was •ratight between the
ends of the two machines. The fear-
trim- is quite a uevere one.
WILL MOT GO
Automobile Club Will Not Make the
Trip to Cabo Sunday,
The automobile club did not hold
its meeting scheduled fop laocoven-
ing at the Cornmercial club Toad-
quarters on South Foneth street, to
discuss their trip to Cairo. Many of
the members were absent and thiv
neeessitated a postponement of the
gathering. The machine_ °waters will
not go now nntij one week from next
Sunday, as thef will not have time to
make preparations, and then alto the
roads at unusually dusty.
day. He was born in Pickina county,
Ala., September 17, 114.29, and after be-
ing graduated from the University of
Alabama wa, for a time instructor
in mathematics there.
In 1857 he entered she Alabama
conference, and dining the civil war
was a chaplain in the Confederate
army. Later he wa• president of Cmn
tenary Institute at Sammerfield, Tenn,
going thence to the Kentucky confer-
ence, returning from there to accept
the presidency of the Tennessee Fe-
male college at Franiclio.
In 1876 he represented the Southern
church on the Cape May commission,
and in 1882 was elected a bishop. The
'board of trustees of Vanderbilt Uni-
-v-ersity made Bishop Hargrove its
pre‘iderrt in :RN. in which position
'he served until last spring, when he
resigned because of feeble health. The
funeral arrangements have not been
announced.
ARCHITECT CALLED DOWN,
Kentuckians Barred From Bidding
Are to Have Their Rights.
Frankfort, August 3.—The commer-
clap bodies.' of Louisville have pro-
tested to Gov. Beckham that the
specifications for Kentucky's new
capitol have been so drawn as to ex-
chide many of the manufacturers of
the
-state. He has been asked to have
the specifications changed and to de-
lay the letting of the contracts. The
manufacturers of paints and oils and
of plumbing supplies are the chief
complainants. Gov. Beckham has
declared that all things ,being equal
!Kentucky shonid have the preference
supplying materials` f th^ new
statehonse. and has notitio' \rchi-
teet Andrews to cut out all specifi-
cations which discritninats against
Kenttleky,made goods
-4kdiectibe for the Register.'IL
EXTRA GRAND JURY
IN EQUITABLE CASE_
District Attorney Jerome May Re--
quire Special Body for Inves-
tigation.
-
New York, Aug. 3.—District Attor-
ney Jerome Vold Justice Davies in Itatt
criminal branch of the New York
BARRY & HENNEBERGER
•
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SE BALL
TODAY
PADUCAH VS VINCENNES-
Admission--General, 25c; Grand Stand, 35c; Box seats, loc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel'a.
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
DEATH COMES TO
BISHOP HARGROVE.
---
A Noted Figure in Southern Metho-
dism Pilliftt Away,
Nashville, Teen, Aug. 3.—Bishop
R. K. Hargrove, of the Methodist
Episcopal church, South, died at his
home here shortly after last midnight.
He had been in feeble heahh for a state supreme court that he might
year past, and seriously ill since Fri- !need a special grand jury to investi-
gate the- Equitable Life Assurance So-
ciety's affairs before the legislative
committee has finished its investiga-0
tion of life-insurance conditions,
which is soon to begin.
The court has kept sitting to await
pos,ible action by Mr. Jerome. He
informed ito that he wait not certain
whether he would want the Medal
'jury and would not ask for it now,
hot requested the court to adjoura to
September ii. which it did.
In the meantime, he said, any jos-
tice of the court could grant the or-
der for a special jury. In making the'
request for an adjsurnment, Mr. Jer-
ome said:
"As a result of the investigations oE
the slate superintendent of insurance,,
which called attention to the condi-
tions of the. Equitable compute% •It
have di-covered in the investigation
an extraordinary condition of affairs
which affects not only this country,
but all parts (I the world.
"TransacOgs havatagen of such a
character oft t'beit face that they re-
quire investigation by the district at-
torney of this county. The state 
-.to
torintendent of insurance is sol a
prosecuting officer, and she ivy, :,;sa.
lion he conducted wit hot with a sew
of finding whether the company had
conducted its business in a critn'tnal.
manner."
OHIO PROHIBITIONISTS
NAME STATE TICKET.
Columbus, 0., Aug. 3. 
--The probity
Orin state convention nominated a
full state ticket which is headed by
Aaron S. Wiliticins, of Hardin comely,
for governor: Many of the delegates
favored the endorsement of John M.
Fattifaii, the dentocfatie noiniflec for
govertios, but tho
brought before the remiteirtiotir
1.ewis S. Frederick, prominent Shei
1-svifle, Ky., real estate andOnsurance
man, died of ..mit trouble..
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ALICES WERE GIVEN
MESS OF GOOSE EGGS.
f4Firict Triple Play of Season in Kitty
League Pulled Off by the
Visitors.
TADPOLES DOWNED
RAY'S BABY BUNCH.
How
„a
They Stand,
W. L. Pct.
Paitcah , 8 5 .615
Cairo 
 
7 6 .538
Vincennes 
 6 7 .462
Princeton 
 5 8 .385
11 /4
Yesterday's Results.
Pachicah a, Vincennes o.
Cairo 5, Princeton 1.
...aistnesse.a. • .
--Today's Schedule.
Vincennes at Paducah.c-
. incetOnt 
t 
at 2i_,r,o. 
viii os 3
s
*it* Sill Rimming.
The Indians took the first game
from Vincennes at. League pack by
nervy base running on the part of
Land and Gilligan. They took long
chances on leaching home and were
successfzil. z Vincennes was given a
.4coat citili4lOnteall.
There was no excitement in the
.411 game until the ninth inning, when
indications pointed to one or more
scores for the visitors, but their
chances were spoiled when Brahic
threw from right field and caught
French at the plate.
in t
the
was a
st triple play of the season
ty !calk was pulled off in
teeing by Visscennes, "who
by the slowness of Frakes.
Land had singled and gone to Third
on Frakes' safe bunt. Gilligan foul-
ed and Matteson caught it within a
.w ioches. of the right wing of thei
c
int stand. Frakes, who can't run
Muter than many men can walk,
g" for second base and didn't look
k to see where the ball was. As a
result Mat n do led him at first.
About the e the a
IF
ll reached first
,Land dash for t plate, but was
thrown out by Vs'ilkinson, complet-
ing a triple play.
Paducah's two runs were made in
the third inning. hand singled to
right and Frakes •acrificed him to
second. Gilligan singled to center.
At the crack a the bat Land started
like a clay pigeon leaving a trap. He
touched third and kept on for the
plate, scoring easily pn the throw-in,
Gilligan reached second on the play.
On MleCtain's our from Barbour to
Wilkinson. Gilligan scored by a fast
sprint. Wilkinson made a bad throw
to the plate but Gilligan had the hall
beaten anyway. Bohannon flied to4
Vincennes o o oo o 0 o o-o 8 0
00200000 x-2 6 0
Earned runs, Paducah 2. Two base
hits, Hippest, Bohannon. Stolen
bases, French, Brahic. Saerifice hit,
Frakes. Triple play, Matteson to
Wilkerson to Perdue. Hit by pitched
ball, Taylor. Left on bases, Vin-
cennes, 3, Paducah 3. Struck out, by
Perdue I, by Frakes 2. Bases on
balls, off Perdue I, off Frakes 1. Time
of game, 1:15.
Umiire-Kubitz.
1-7 infants Were Defeated.
Cairo, Ill,, Aug. 3.-The locals
bunched hits today and beat the In-
faits, who had three costly errors.
The summary: r h e
Princeton 
 I 7 3
Cairo 
 5 6 o
Batteries-iBeeloer and Downing;
Morgan and Lemon
•
Forney.
The official score follows:
Vincennes 
 ab r bh po a
French, ib........4 o 2 3 2
Wilkerson, rb. 4 o 2 11 I
O 110
O 101
O I I 4
O 000
O t 3 t
O 0 4 t
O 013
Cooper, If. 
Hippert, 3b 
Barbour, s a.  
Donovan, cf. 
Forney, rf. 
Matteson, c. 
Purdue, p. 
Totirla, 
Paducah, 
Gilligan, as. 
McClain,
Bohannon, 311
Taylor, cf. 
. aBrahie, rf. 
'Potts, ab. 
Lboyel, lb.
Land, c.  
Frakes, p
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
0
Tone},
Tnnings
•
33
ab
3
4
3
2
1
3
3
3
2
o 8 24 13
3 bit pa a
1 1 5 7
O 000
O 115
O 010
O 0 2 1
O 123
O 0 13 0
1231
O 101
NOTES OF THE DIAMOND:
This is ladies' day.
Piatt or Brahic will work for Pa-
ducah today.
Lloyd pulled down some high
throws to fit4t base. '
It was an errorless game, some-
thing not often witnessed.
Kibitz umpired to the satis-faction
of both teams and the fans.
The attendance was about iso. Let
the fans turn out and support good
ball playing.
0
0
0
 
 26 2 627 18 o
By Innings.
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 h e
Taylor made a pretty running catch
of Cooper's drive to left center in the
eighth inning.
'Perry is still on the sick list and
Gilligan is bolding down short in a
moat creditable manner.
Ned Zinkans has been permanent-
by released as an umpire and Harvey
appointed to take his place.
The top of the score board was
lined with soldiers, who enjoyed the
game from their high perch.
Hipperea one-hand stop of Mc
Gain's grounder in the first inning
brought down the grand stand.
The Tadpoles will be allowed to
come to Paducah so long as they
don't develop into yellow fever mos-
quitoes.
Gilligan is probably the best all-
around player on the team. He can
play any position except pitch or
eatch, and if it were necessary he no
doubt could fill those position..
Nothing doing in the Kitty league
for the Cotton States league players
The Kitty teams could be made no
faster with Cotton States players
REALTY TRANSFERS.
Amendments
TO CRIMINAL CODE, SAYS SEC-
RETARY MOODY, ARE
BADLY NEEDED.
United States Courts Cannot Work
With Promptness and Facility
In Many Cases.
Oyster B-ay, N. Y., August 3.-At-
torney General Mloody, who came
here Tuesday to visit President
Roosevelt, left yesterday for Wash-
ington to give personal attention to
the inquiries being made into the
scandals in the Agricultural depart-
ment. The papers in some of the
cases have ben referred to the de-
partment of justice for such action as
may be warranted in the opinion of
the attorney general by the .facts. Be-
fore his departure Mr.'Isfioody said
the president and he considered in a
general discussion of the laws bear-
ing on prosecutions in United States
courts, the necessity for amendments
to the criminal laws of the United
States. They agreed, he said, that
congress ought to make certain
amendments to existing statutes, as
the law under which the courts are
now operating rendered it often dif-
ficult to reach a man who was guilty
of wrong-doing.
-The whole criminal code of the
United States," said the attorney
general, ought to be gone over care-
fully, not merely in the way of codi-
fication, but with a purpose to amend
and strengthen the laws. In the
present circumstances the United
State: courts cannot work with
promptnoss and facility in many
cases. As a matter of fact-in illus-
tration of this condition-it is far
more difficult to take a man from
one United States court's jurisdiction
across the Brooklyn bridge into an-
other jurisdiction of the United States
court than it is for the state of
Maine to get a criminal it wants
from the state of California. Of
course, such a condition is anotlialous
and ought not to exist."
Several Deeds Filed for Record With
County Clerk Yesterday.
Land lying out in the county has
been transferred by Xrmour Gardner
to John D. MIcElyei for koo, and the
deed lodged for record in the county
clerk's office yesterday.
For $1,1o0 U. J. Harris transferred
to T. A. Jett property lying out in
the county.
Julia Wright bought from L. D.
Husbands, for $152.25, property on
the North side of West Clay street.
EAGLES GO ON PARADE.
providence. R. I., August 3.-One
of the biggest street processions of
civilian, ever seen on the streets of
Providence was the feature of the
field day of the New England league
of the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
held at Crescent Park today. Every
state in New England was represent-
ed among the 7,500 men in the pa-
rade. New York City Also sent a
large delegation.
-ma 
New lallPsils.,Route in Ballard.
It is announced from Washington
that rural route three has been estrh-
bished in Ballard county. It is from
Wickliffe to Kevil and serves a pop-
n/abion of 675 and its houses.
toe a Week for The Register.
EUROPEAN AND
AMERICAN TYPES.
Watterson on Types of Aristocracy-
Agricultural Scandal.
Witte Talks
APPRECIATES HIS RECEPTION
BY AMERICA AND HER
PRESS.
Declares He Must Consider Japan's
Terms Before Formal Ne-
gotiations.
River Ripplings.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo 24.2, 0.3 rise.
Chattanooga 4.3, 0.5 rise.
Cincinnati 9.2, 0.4 fall.
Evansville 9.0, 1.4 fall.
Florence 1.8, 0.2 fall.
Tohissonville 3.7, 0.4 fall.
Louisville 4.3, 0.3
Mt. Carmel 3.2, 0.1 fall.
Nashylle 8.3, o.3 fall.
Pittsburg 4.1, 1.4 fall.
Davis Island Dam 6.3, 1
St. Louis 21.2, 0.4 rise.
Mt. Vernon est, 1.4 fall.
Pairlitcali 11.2, 0.2 fall.
3 rise.
The Joe Fowler gets in from Ev-
ansville today and starts immediately
con, formerly Russian charge d'af- on her return for that city.
faires at Pekin; Gen. W. K. Samojl- This morning at 8 seclock there
of orthe Russian foreign office, and gets away for Cairo the steamer No(
Prof. DeMartens, professor of inter- Fowler, which comes back tonight.
national law at St. .Petersburg. A tug,' The Reuben Dunbar gets to Nash-
hearing twenty-two members of the i ville tonight' and leaves there tornor-
committee of the Slavonic league row at noon for this city.
,went to quarantine to meet the in- I The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
coming steamer, and there three today and leaves there tomorrow on
members of this committee boarded her return this way for Memphis.
the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. The Rees Lee left Memphis yester-
I fWhen the Kaiser Wilhelm der day for Cincinnati. She gets here
'Grosse arrived at the pier, IsfVVitte Sunday on her way up.
handed to Prof. DeMartens the fol- The City of Sabin() should pass out
of the Tennessee river tonight or to-
morrow, bound back to St. Louis.
New York, Aug. 3.-Comparing the
American and European types of aris-
tocracy, Henry Vs'atterson, who re-
turned yesterday on the steamer
Oceanic from a trip to Europe, said:
"I observed European aristocracy
pretty closely while I was over there
and I have arrived at the conclusion
that foreign aristocracy is of a much
better grade than the American arti-
cle . There aristocracy means lineage
and brain-. Here-well, it ranges from
had whisky to Standard Oil."
Mr. Vs'atterson said that he had
read the accsswits of the scandal in
the department of agriculture, and
added: "I have often wondered how
as, many scientific men connected with
the government at comparatively
small salaries could live so well. It
only goes to show that the college
man is not a success in politics."
INCREASE IN PRODUCTION.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 3.-The pro-
duction e4 whisky in the Fifth Ken-
tucky district for the fiscal year which
ended June 30, was 14,202,019-4,
against 11,598,303.6 for the previous
year, an increase of 2,604,626 gallons.
There is now in bond in this district
5R.921.1987 gallons, on which the gov
ernment will receive $64.813,318.57.
Nee York, August 2.-Eight of-
ficials of the Russian peace comsnis-
sion arrived here yesterday on the
Kaiser Wilhelm des Grosse. Be-.
sides the senior plenipotentiary, Ser-
gius Witte, there was J. Shipoff, di-
rector of the treasury; MI. Naiboukoff
of the foreign officei, Jean Koroto-
vitz, formerly secretary of the Rus-
sian legation at Pekin, George Plan-
VERDICT IN THREE MINUTES.
Waco, Tex., August 3.-The jury
in the case of Sank Majors, a young
negro, charged with criminally as-
gashing Mrs. B. Roberts, wife of a
young farmer near Golinda, this coun-
ty, July It last, returned a verdict of
guilty in three minutes, placing the
punishment at death.
Texas is suffering from the (ever-
est heat wave known there in years.
D. 0. DARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY,
General Practice.
208-310 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bid's, Nfayfielil Ky•
lowing statement which Prof. De-
Martens read aloud:
"For the friendly greetings of the
American newspapers upon my first
visit to the hospitable shores of the
United States, I offer my heartfelt
thanks. This kind attention touches
me all the more profoundly. because
I realize the vastness of the power
wielded by the press of the United
States, and admire the keen intelli-
gence with which it is uniformly
directed •
"I am glad to be able to add that
I also appreciate the ethical worth of
the aims for the attainment of which
that power is so often and so suc-
cessfully employed. One of the no-
blest of these aims is the establish-
ment of peace and friendship among
nations, and it is to the praiseworthy
efforts of the people of the United
States in this direction that my visit
to the New World is attributabte.
For, it is in compliance with the
American people's desire for peace, of
whiclis President Roosevelt was the
authorized exponent, that His M'ajes-
ty, the czar, has empowered me to
come hither and ascertain the tondi-
tions which our gallant adversary
deems necessary and adequate as a
basil, for peace negotiations.
"I need hardly point out that it is
my ardent desire that the two chiv-
a/rouip foes who first became ac-
quainted on the field of battle may
hate found in each other's sterling
qualities motives powerful enough to
cultivate that acquaintanceship until
it ripens into lasting friendship. Mean-
while, however, the terms offered
must first be ascertained, weighed
and judged admissible by Russia be-
fore she can proceed to formal ne-
gotiations.
"Hitherto, as you are aware, it was
customary in cases like this to settle
all such preliminaries 'before the
meeting of the plentpotentiaries,
whose task it was to come to a final
agreement on the matters under dis-
cussion. Now, the very fact that His
Majesty, the Czar, consented to take
a course involving departure from
this ancient diplomatic usage and to
appoint a mission to learn the nature
of our brave enemy's terms in an el-
oquent token of the friendly feeling
which he and his subjects continued
to cherish towards the'people of the
United States. I say continue to
cherish because at no epoch in our
history have our traditional relations
with this great republic been other
thas cordial. And now, I should like
tri say, aye, and to prOve to your
people, who live less in the past than
in the present and the future, that it
is the fervent wish of the emperor
and the people of Russia further to
strengthen the ties of friendship
which have hitherto subsisted be-
twetn the two nations.
It is in virtue of that sincere de-
sire that His Majesty, the Czar,
waiving all other considerations, has
unhesitatingly accepted the cordial
invitation of your first citizen and
general leader. And, if my mission
should prove in all other respects
barren, and the endeavor to find a
COME TO DISCUSS BOYCOTT.
Wealthy Chinese Merchants Are on
Way to Washington.
Victoria, British Columbia, Aug. 3.
-Among the passengers who arrived
by she steamer Empress of Japan on
Tuesday were two wealthy Chinese
merchants, Lo Man Losing and Chan
Chirtman, who are bound to Washing-
ton to discuss Chinese-American mat
ters with special relation to the boy-
cott now being enforced against Amer
ican goods in China, with the Chinese
minister at Washington.
In an interview one of the Chinese
said that although they had no offic-
ial standing, they wished to lay cer-
tain matters with regard to the diffi-
culties that had arisen before the
Chinese legation in the United States.
Lo Man Loung said there was a
strong feeling at pnesem growing
in force in the coast cities of China
for a union with Japan.
•
'if: Indispensable
Summer \
Toilet Aid.
Henry's Ageptic
No lady can dispense witn
Iftnry's Aseptic Cream daring
th summer if she wishes to 
keep her complexion in /good
condition.
i, 
Cream
Protects the skin from the ill
effects of exposure to sun and
wind, makes the skin smooth
and the complexion clear. Con-
tains nothing but pure, sweet,
beneficial ingredients. Pos-
sesses a very delicate odor.
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
Drought
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
As'to Blushing.
(New Orleans Times-Democrat.)..
The habit of blushing is almost in-
variably a cause of great annoyance
to its possessors. Very frequently it
seriously hampers them in the ordi-
nary affairs of life, for blushing is ac-
companied by confusion of mind, ner-
vousness and hesitancy. The two
main points in the treatment of shy-
ness, which is the great cause of
blushing, are, first, open-air exercise,
and, second, the society of others.
Open-air exercise is good for all mor-
bid disorders, such as excessive shy-
ness, while the social life makes for
self-control and that savoir faire we
all seek to attain; for the latter en-
ables us to go through life without be-
traying awkwardness and timidity.
Abnormally sensitive people may
find the cure a lengthy one, but if
they persevere the very mental effort
which is put forth to accomplish the
cernedS, will aid them in acqttiring
control over their tell-tale blushes.
NEGRO SHOT AND KILLED.
Ky., Aug. 3.-s-William
Warren and Charles Bachelor, ne-
grecs who shot and killed Bud Hug-
gins, another negro, asserted that they
ltad acted in self-defense, as Huggins
was trying to kill them. Upon ex-
amining Huggins.' corpse it was found
that he had eight bullet, wound, in the
back and no weapons.
A tower operator at Kendallville,
Ind., a junction point, to prevent a
cc.Ilision, dinched one of the trains.
No one was killed.
 IIU Ill'•::+
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.
common basis for peace negotiations
should fail, for the time being, the
signal proof of friendship given by
His Majesty, the Czar, and the Rus-
sian nation would still stand out as
a memorable event, fraught, I trust,
with far-reaching and beneficent re-
sults to the two great.pcoples of the
West and the East."
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere. we
are prepared to furnish all
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
short notice.
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS,
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PADS.
In fact, anything in Rubber Stia-tnp
accessories delivered in an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
IL STENCIL COMPANY
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE rats.
C. B. liatfietd
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, tog; RESIDENCE, 316.
•
ID 
• 
1111, PURE COAL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most
41111 
• 
MD
•
heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers
'Family Lump, well screened tic bu. Large Egg llc
Large Nut _ _ _ 10c bu Nut 10c bu.
Place your order for coal with us
United States Gas, Coal 60, Coke Company
'Both °phones 254. Office Foot Of Ohio Street
ar
'WIND OF ANC!?METEOR.
lam/mere at Willtanisharg, X. V., IOW
earth What Appears t• Vs
Old V ly Visitor.
' What seemed to be fragmeate of •
Itaagnetic iron meteor, which may have
&seconded to the earth centuries ago.
Vii discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a cellar
ba Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Ittreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. Tho dia•
povery was made at a depth of 40 foot.
II being necessary to remore a hill MI
lost high before the sidewalk levei was
peached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in
lbe cellar excavation the men came
beton the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
petraordinary weight, however, made
hem examine it more closely, and
terhen they cut into a large piece of
Ike matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath •
frarface several inches deep of hard.
sited yellow clay.
The search was extended further.
and the men came upon • perfectly
formed spe's bead and also a ram's
head. All the matter was turned over
to Frank N. Schell, the contractor,
who will transfer, the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to am," said Mr. Schell,
sithat when this meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow clay which cur.
Sonata each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
iono.daviag Divide* of Special Morn
I. stet Placed on Some edi the
Warships.
The navy department is providing
tame of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington spesial t.
the New York World. It consists el
an elliptical eopper tabs somewhat
flattened, with air-tight compare
men* strengthened by fins. The
bubo is inoased in cork, wound with
eanvaa and made absolutely water
tight. Attached to this float is e
trope netting three feet deep, from
Which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
in the inner side of the float 'tom
'lags which travel on Lettings, o
*at the bottom rests 'a nie propea
position. no matter which Ada of the
fleet fall. upon the water when it
le throws overboard. It does not ree
'Mr* to be righted, adtusted or
burned about; it is ready for nervier
the moment it strike, the wets*
Oars are attached to the sides of the
Seat to propel it when It is moepled.
Illaeragh persona cannot get on thin
elan to sink it sad, *alike the life.
beat, it cannot gapes* et founder,
mile, irks • raft, go to *pees against
la• sides of a skip.
The war department Is eonsidering
Ake advisability of equipping army
Oransports with the mme sort cal
lost
NAUTICAL SCHI L AT MANILA.
• °Medals to flo liv•rythiag Pan.
• •i• I. inairea•• itigejouvly
of Ulu lastlt•lita.
Naval °Metals at Mann* ntend to de
everything possible for tin success of
he nautioal school at that pule*. This
institution was Inherited from the
(Spanish government. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
!United 6tates navy, who was recently
illetached ft.( in that duty and ordered
borne fo.r complicity in certain irreg.
alar business relatiens with army sub.
eistence officers at .alanila. Another
Officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school offers • free education to
residents of the Philippine its:ands is
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform thJ duties of
attesters and officers of merchant vele
eels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematics, geography,
grammar,'Englieh and history.
It Is contemplated to provide the
aehool with • practice ship to com-
bine prattles,' with theoretical instruct'
len in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements ef the pro-
lession for which the students are to
abe prepared.
lelreless Tiikagraphy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
mat in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer-
an men of war with•system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the am
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend *he system to be adopted forth*
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, navel attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire
less telegraph expert be sent to Lug
lead to represent the nary in the
trials of the two new systems do
-"sloped by Lloyd's ag-eney.
etteetrtette on Weer York Contrail.
Elsetricity for the New York Cew
Intl railroad, at least to equip ite
l• ines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more thee
• possiblity of the near futuro. It is
Said that an electric engine, in many
ef its dertifils unlike anything now is
per-vice, has been perfected, and that
ft will soon hare a trial. If its see
sees Is as great as is promised, steam
sower may pass from the Grand I t V
Oral its lion before January 1, MK
lfain• Illunouoill Porta Lee Z ,
Minnesota farts leads have f
-
*aced more than 100 per ant- to
Wm daring the east some ream
-HELPS FUX 111.113SEKEEPERS.
Memo et Information reetialiatiser I.
Cal.laary Defurtaient-doni•
iCtecilent Dishes.
Aluminum is now being used aft
&osively as a meter sal for toilet arti-
les. It ham advantages over ailves
• being light in weight and neves
tarnishing, while it costs less and cab
oe treated in an equally urtialac man
aer, says Boston Iluoget.
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one has
a reliable cue to begin operation&
For instance, have .a small can of li
ind mix it through two gills of cream
"'hipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
rill of consomme in which is dis-
solved half an ounce or even lest
elatine. Put this into paper case.
ir into little china molds and set
sn ice for as long a time as nece&
.ary, or longer, and unmold whet
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
?laced over the stove in cold watet
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old ootstoes stand in ice wt.
ter for an-hour or two after peeling
vid before cooking.
Epicerean butter is strved with
"ruled meats, etc. To make it., put
iwo tablespoonfuls of Leah butter
n a small bowl, sod work into it
horoughly with the point of a ail
ier knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed ht.rb powder, minced parsley,
Amon juice and mushroom powder.
then this is accomplished, set it oc
he ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
nto 'minty pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A delicious sandwich is made ba
rpreading thin ovals of bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
Ind walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives sod a little mayoo
misc.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
sn apple, being careful not to let It
break. Then make a tiny ball of the
filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
ased in douphniits and fried drop
takes, causing the dough to burst out
it very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pew-
ler makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an OTe of moderate
rather than intense :seat, that 'they
may have time to ri 4e before it brows
west Is formed, er let Own stand
Ma usheeters to rise, and then pot
them Into a b t eves.
Oreassed ehi ken or creamed aweigh
breads may take the place of creamed
oysters, anti ere really more whole-
some sad more easily procured. Par-
boil the sweettweede and pick them
apart; to rash pat.. allow one can of
aushroords washed and chopped fine.
Stir theac late a pint of cream sauce.
Where ch:cken Is used, to each three
pounds o' chicken that has been most
sarefull boiled and cot Into dire ai.
low a ee : of mushrooms arid a pint
at cream i Mine&
FASH1 -VIABLE FIPTININITY,
attractive restore* of ttsli.i• mad
Gown ear lionised., Wear-•
5. aim ,•f lidaseaa,
Apropos of re vale it may not be
amiss to hint tnat return of the
pannier overski.t is persistently
threatened, say. . fashion authority.
A very stunnina outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and •
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is •
conspicuous favorite of the beat do
signers, and daring bite of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
'owns are again made with two OT
three of these counted on a satin
inundation for t%e skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
tare an irregalar patternb are in
Iwo shades of red, or are In red and
black.
There is a new China silk which
fiatinguished by perpendicular line.
if open work, like drawn work, with
t dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
temp miteen-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rile
bon in any colot desired.
This is to be a season of reties
iluith • numbs; or ilus new fancy
waists are wade with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow 004
op the edge of the lap, sometimes •
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as ti
form a trebot and concealing the fa&
toning of the bodice.
gaup the. nether Young and nappy
This charming power to throw away
for the n mom t the conditions whiohi
keep us fro fun ought not to belony
mclusively t babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
taco when we lay cooing in her arms.
Ind she was the happiest of women in
consequence. Is it not • pity that
through our years of het:ossuary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playlet( with her Ly the time we are
Frown? No girl. I am sure, could pos-
dbly misinterpret me Into meaning
that we are to turn sober *metiers-
lions into foolish -idioule. What I
real:e mean Is that many matters
would be improved if a mese of hustle
abed Its light upon hewn& and this ma
base be amomplish d by erle.--lebil
I Oksiel‘ In Iodide Mom sP4111111114 4
A JUNGLE mINAIR. I 4.111MAL PSYCHOLUG2 " crcli TX" WVIL
IN 1 COa. UNTYa southernth agoe  thrnim" neere  sa4rw
['mined a rural section which the people hi
the towns designated as the "jungle," • term
of contumely handed down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impassable roads and covered with douse
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon con
rayed the family to church on Suede's whoa
the people on the prairie rode In "swine
wagons" or owned buggiee. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is dill
frequently seen, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the Ode,
The lights streaming through the one small
wiedow snowed such decorations on the
walls as • shotgun and rifle, the hem pew
doe flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
• the hunt, while on winter evenings the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire-
place threw shadows in and out among the
festoons of onions, a dried pumpkin, aid
"middlin's" suspende4Lfrom the rafters.
The house in which Rester Lane was bora
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to wane.
hood with no wider experience with the *Oh
tide world than the weekday walk to the
aearest village, and an annual joaraey te tair
smutty Seat in*fair time.
her first hardship came to her at the Ka
of six, when she must trudga each day foe
I e miles to the district school. But school
days In the "jungle" were soon overhthe boys
getting the most of the "echoolin' becalms
the girls married and had no um for it,,
there were no bachelor maids in the "jam
gle." Marriage was a certainty about which
there could be no doubt..
Hester Lane being what the. natives of the
"jungle" cai:ed • "good, smart girl," Ii
Was expected 51.e would make • good match.
If the Lane home was more picturesepts
than some of its neighbors it was because
ilester's hand trained the morning glory
vines over ths window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy'
hocks and priscas feathers. Tin pane
end pails shone nowhere elm with such
brightness and luster as they did on that
beach outside the kitchen door. Benda'
Hitter had pieced more patchwork quilts
on the long winter evenings than any mho
girl in .the "jungle," where a feather bid
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every
bride was expected to' bring to her km
band.
Hester had her choice between Squire
Blud.sois eon William and "Jim" Gillian.
whose father am the big land owner in
the "jungle" and could set off ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Be
big a prudent-minded young woman, Here
ter took "Jim" and the wedding dety was
set for Octarber.
Squire Bluenose who had "tied the knot"
• every marriage ceremony which had
taken place la the "jungle for a decade,
officiated, and wil..;ermated the
wit\ sash solemn olvics as he deemed
necessary for the young. people to take. A
wedding in the "jangle' was a quiet aIst
storm` celebration being the "Inbar" on the
!snowing day, when the =hushaad took
his bride ti his father's
Pim and proud Hester 'oohed as she
sat herisle "Jim." on the treat seat at the
sew wagon La her 'Weir" trees of "sky
Woe delaina" trimmed with white lam as
the rut7les, and Mr last seamele hat re
decorated with fresh ribbon bows. This
ping away costume represseted the savings
se the eels of. eggs and better shove the
family groceries for many weeks. It was
"handmade," too, a sewing =chime net
yet being one 4 the luxuries at the Law
household.
Early u they were, the "Watt' itah.44
were arriving before them. The chairs
were arranged in • semicircle around the
mem and "Jba" and Hester set dome
sear the open door. The company, the
elder members first, cams forward one by
see sad •thook them by the hand sad sob
heed their congratulations. There was
ess'y one plume in which the good withal!
esid be eoareyed. "I wish Too mach joy,"
repeated each neighhte, solemnly, an ea
tows again. Then these was Oleos* in the
mean the guests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their em
barreammut by soma:seal whispers to each
ether.
When the jests and witty mytage whit%
salivemd the festivities of the "jan
wen exhausted some of the older folks I.
gen Tadaialadasalnj at former wedding op
seams.
"It's =view how the world does change."
said Unide 'Jimmy" Taylor. He and his
wif/e"Atrat Laura," were the pioneers
se .•'14i." "Yon young folks trim
petart, and start out in the world
eowsdays don't know what hard times are.
You've lumber te floor your house with,
and a cook stove, and you can buy hods
awil chairs and table already made.
wasn't so 50 year* ago, when TAWS sad I
got hitched.
"Laura lived at old Kaskaakia. Hm
tether had come over on to the Illinois side
from Kentucky, and I, being a roving chap
and tired of Terinemee hills, turned up there
ens day and watt to work for him. dee4
tag was all done by bend is those days, an4
Laura helped in the corn pis.ntthg. We tea
In love and were married, On. day altos
that I took Laura up behind us on • homy
mai with all ow worldly goods tied In a
ber.dle we started out to seek i
In • new esontry. We serer eta=
we reecho/ the "jungle," and took up •
piece of land and built a cabin. I made al
meted ea the coala in the IrM
the furniture with my owe hand and
Ii go to flt. Louie for almost rr
In those dare and Laura staid ales* in
wilderness, but the ?Indians were gess,
there wesn't anything more dangerous Is
the woods than verminte and wildcats."
"And we didn't have 'Weir' dismiss
those days." said 'Jim's' father. We bad
turkey and matron, which we shot in the
woods, and for cake and pie we had•good
pore penes baked in Our coals on the b.
P m'Jim'? other (ilin't bare a eta
wooleey she wort Nosyherself and id
meddles dress 11k• Hester here, but
the weal for It, too. There mum% fiallne
hats In them dare; the girl was proud who
meld get • bit of calico to make a sashay.
a4'
There would have bees more *sties eithe
good old days when idesplicity reigned st
wedding feasts, lea the men most harry
sway for the "houssralsing," and before
Um imp went lew-n the logo "Jim" bad
earefully home end piled es • pretty Idle
ea the ten acres were in their place, ml
I saw home was reedy In the "jangle."
Lathe evening "Bill" Divide**, ibdiriaPe's
ter, to show that he eiterishod Vi
r.zd 
wai
n. brought his fiddle and there
Lance Is the new house, • "heamorszeo
tag," and the wedding festivities were
"Pm" and rester MAU 1111s
Insole,* bet the little Mose
teeing added to It, &Id a nest seit hem
lad wel-kept erchar4 and =to wets
lesee_theproverity Mill le elitnist
the "lar.W tato progrsedve
cteueVAnsl.nd the "fatal?' an
el killobsfteowtn 
ee 
ea ClkirellbeIt 
fuostions Suggested by the Peat
liar Habits of Raccoons.
'plateau et a liother. Oboe.-
the Wag; of the Seemingly i...-
telligent Deniscaa
of the Woods.
newer:mai psychology is to be studied,
t see, in Paris," said an observant
eitizen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times
-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
subject up in a systematic way. That
I. a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
toubt be productive of much interest
ing data. Heretofore what, sett atista
have said along this line, and in fact
ail they have learned, has been of •
theoretical nature, an* it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the po_rely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
. rust hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex.
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
%mow the so-called exact sciences.
Rut it has occurred to me that a busy,
!matting center of population, where
sae may find so much that is artificial,
it. much that is out of harmony with
.he natural order of things, would
cot be the place to prosecute in an
.utolligent and satisfactory way •
stuffy of this interesting subject.
.iurroundings a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor-
tunity for the observance of mental
procceets in the lower order of life,
tIthough, of course, moeh may be
,earned' by the method which has been
tdopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
"fates these scientists might find much
iota that would give them a more
isalltstin clew to the reasoning meth-
)4111 of animals of thei lower order.
flat little trick of theeppossum, for
natancie, when he feigns death, shows
ta element of shrewdness which one
-lardy firds in orders of intelligence
supposedly bights.. Take the raccoon.
:Thy is.it that he will leap up on one
.ide of a tree and then jump as far as
can from the other side? It is s
nick. Me is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him lit
ieve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
'metier(' this game for so long that
ao well trained dog will ever howl up
s tree until he has circled around it
ieveral times to see if tire CAMP has
sot resorted to the usual make-believe
'Why is it that a noon. when the
meet is falling under the effect of the
bunter's am will scamper dowe e
:runk of the tree toward the stutue7
Re has two reasons for doing it. le
he first place, unless the oog knows
his business, he will rush out in the
firection of the falling tree, believing
he game will scamper out from the
.cp. In the second 'plsee. he reasons
that it is safer for 'body and limb
in either event bo is resteoning about
he thing. It is a psyebological pro*
•sa. Instances have been repartee
ey huntera of where 'coons would
sap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained does, who woind
sang around the stump eatil they
+mild scamper down the trunk of the
nee. But the rule Is the other way.
."The point I am trying to snake,"
oancluded the observant citizen., "is
isis.t the woods art Mid with these
evidences which might rile the mei-
entiste a clew to the reasoning meth-
sda of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
leamesaal Changes in Ot• Colea ad
Certain Beasts and Birds
etateate Occur.
A polar bear would not have •
:hence in stalking seals if it, were
• darker color. The only Wart
spot about it is the tip of its no,e
the sailors who first landed on vani
atm unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bears teted tike
them for seals, arid begin to stielh
them at • eonsiderable distance, Iniag
lows, fiat on tneir bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, aue
wriggling along in that position anti]
they come to an it'- hummock, when
they virosid get et, peer over to sk•
if the "seols" ere- e alarmed, and
-wriggle on .again. The tailors added
that they could always see the black
'Jose when the bear got up near, and
towed that the bear put his paw over
124 muzzle to hide it. The arette
'oxen, the "blue" ha.e, the ptarmigan.,
-..yper sled wrminer all urtderao pea-
mual change to white by an identical
atocers, mars the Londes Spectator.
Ph. heir or feathers, as the vase
night be, Mose color and turn while
iy rhat may almost be described as
la instantaneous primate. In the
foxes and bird. the white *omelet is
istchem tint the speed of the color
dotage is remarkable. There are
espy stories of people. whom halt
las turned white *torn shodk "in sa
line° night." Jusnieg by the birds
stud foxes. these atm -• must be true
No one ever sots the process of fad-
'nig foto( on. The feather or parch
tt fur which was brown or tits; ay
Tray suddenly whitens. Yet no sylo
'iiss actually feet the color goirs4.
rta* ockpl•netiost lasealy given is that
t tithes place by night. There asems
so "half way" tint tetween thnewhite
twe's the original color.
ta oat of flu Rain.,
The Father—I an' so get
.1.Thset"114otrielr aes. We • great ree
*lei. He MO tried so limy sioNvoef
eindar a *dos 045116016.001109111dam. 
- 
I Ilacerala,arPaidelle• That Is indulged
* by Some Yonag retold* to
P•anaylv an La.
At Shamokin. Pa, some queer ons.
toms have survived the march of prog-
ress among the Pules and Russisna.
›ne of these obeervancea is "wwitoh-
tng day." It is a favorite day foe
wishful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquenoe of tongue, cap-
tures the belies of the community,
says an eastern exchange.
For slays the man has been in train.
14 for the run of his life, while the
maids adjure corsets and rub Uni-
mont on their kneecaps emery night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "swine-41os day" arrives.
The man sees before Mm all the maid-
ens of his village. He may take his
pink. All be must do is to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice—the maid whom he
would have for his wife. If she is
fleeter of foot than he and escapee
she is free If the ran is beloved of
Ma quarry she seldom tete away,
though his feet aro egad in leads.
shoos.
"Switching day" at fittansoktxt Is
Doter Sunday, whea all the lads and
lames of the eountry round &boat
gather at the town for the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to run is
sooepted as a token that else is not
averse to her pursues,. Th• youth's
start is acoepted as a proposal, and
no matter whist misfortune may be-
fall his quarry he must provide.ftw heir
all the days of his future Ufa
Pathetic indeed was the 1111=1mile:ea
of this fact In the case of &WM Mane
hok, who was by all odds the hand,
somas' girl to the Russian colonies
for many miles about See was tall
and slender and her eyes wore aware
blue. She was crowned with golds*
hair, which grew in dadaty ringlets
elmee upon her head. Mee lianbelt
had more suitors than she mold so-
sept, and she was very soy. rest of
foot, the maid bad, Mime arrtvtag at
a marriageable ago psased one
"switching dor in safety witboest the
giving of her promise.
Miss Menbok untL1 seem an the re-
sent festival 00Caai011 bad succeeded
In outdistancing all her pursuers.
Many were the races she bad run, but
sever had • switch or a paL of water
(some within reaching distance of her
petite form. It was thee that Andrew
Kobinaky, a shrewd yesag man, Who
had purposely wet until MIAs Man-
bok had become fatigued. rave chase.
Off darted the mob& and after has
loped the ptuvuer.
Down the railroad track they
matte& all unl eedIng So smelted
were both contestants—the man reta-
iling for a wife, the girl for liberty—
that the approaeh of a train was an-
s• eised. 'The engine tooted shrilly
and at Its blest Mtge Manbok, f.
righted, stumbled and fell upon the
raft Both of her leg's were cot od
below the knees, bet the doctors say
she will live. Aad Koblitsky, regard
less of her being a cripple, dee0eer•••
that he will keep Eft- ••••-r-r-oo• •••N wed
her just a* sops — able be
leave the nurse's cars.
LOVE BALLS IN SEAN STATES-
01111.a• sad Puteuerstiag Di versant
•saama Twang Velk• Is
woos niapirs.
Tree! W. Carey has recently boss
traveling through an samoet unknows
port of the Chinese Shan statea, which
Lie betwees China proper and Burnish.
In the encomia of his journiey, which
be reoentky read before the Royal
Geographioal society, he spoke most
favorably of the women of the eons-
try, though his opinion of the men la
not se fiatteging, say. the New York
Oka.
Is their fam and figure, he cal..
them Sham resemble the Japanese,
and 'the women are, to my the least,
plat as aaoonventional and fenclnating,
There tke resemblance ends. The men
are lazy. good-for-nothing fellows, vibe
never week un leer they aro abeolutaly
obliged to do so. The women toll dnr-
ing the summer In the Hoe delde sod
spend their time when at hornet is
weaving cloth and in household dir-
ties. They wear a very pretty ems.
tune. Including a long white pettl-
Goat, which is amok more becornfhg
than the ugly misshapen trotisers of
the Chinese woman
Mr. Carey deattitt.es a diversion of
the young people which very mnehdm
Wrested him. Ago be passed through
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cot ton seed halls,
which they call love balls, and matey
times he was pelted aith these love
missiles. Be says they werss of emirs*
not intended to convey any mesas('
to him, hut at the feethritires wlcleh
Inks place daring N'ew Year's these
eolored balls have a 'cry important
part to pima On these eociasiram netts-
Ire eon hi. be. more significant 'to $
young ftaft, for she is very careful to
threw only to the particular yam,'
DOM tehout she would like' to marry.
nits ohs expresses her preference lot
one or another of the swains. If ai
yowls man catches the hall. the fact
le a wore Indication that he wish*,
•
 '4-
m it,BVIINGE ON ANIMAL&
This trakeiwassat ilemtlasmot dooms in
no Won Ditviehopod In tease
el Thews
• number of authentic anecdotes
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to Illustrate the foot that the
sentiment of revenge is very well do'
'eloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example
have long memories wh•-•et they are
•uhjected to treatment Last Ifurte
their feelings. Capt. Shipp*, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
riven an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci.
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephaid, recognizing the practical'
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's yard-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephant& at the siege
of Burtpore. Water .was scarce and
In great demand, which gave unusual
value to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant end
its driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of water, a eery
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The smallest
elephant, conscious of his inferior
strength, showed no resentment bet
bided his time. One day he saw kin
enemy standing broadside by u
The little fellow suddenly rushed for.
ward with all the energy at his oom-
mand. butted the big one on the side'
and tnenttled him over into the well.
An Indian missionllry tells of an its'
discreet person whom he saw temaing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with lee
tuce salad which no elephant has any
use for. The animal was rather slow
ln anger and he bad not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapeed,,
whet,. he suddenly seised the man's hat
trivia his head, tore it into shreds and
Snag the fragments into the tam al
his tormentor.
• British magarcine told, awhile
ago. of • milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as
was a fighter and never mimed
thanes to mix up in a row. Meet
the dogs in the neighborhood
soars as evidence of his ferocity
prowess. None of them could mate
him in a fight. The idea finally we
eurred to them, however, that there
La strength in union, and so one night
about a dozen of them went to t
home of the tormentor and thrasher/
him within an inch of his life. Ths
milkman found next morning that bis
dog was nearly dead from the wound
Mitlicteti. When he recovered frosa t
scrimmage he wets • changed dog, he.
liar wholly loot his taste foe. fighting
Sir Andrew Smith, a eou!noist, told
:annein that one dee he saw a tame
baboon tir, -louth Africa bespatter with-
mud as officer, who, all spiek and spas
was on hie way to pet wic. The it
bad fraquently teamed the osmium,
whiob took this effective meanouf re
Tear., Patinae •Iso are Illtrini,dr to-
animal• thee do sot 11000 foroet pee
sons who t• see Or TrIfIlt F. h•is
They toenail, find some was: to eve
comae anpleseent twine-. :a. to them
who are tank :nd to them.
STAR1 (1. • ;L:.Z TRADE
s mods.... es the pessimists Paiewts
Be Mowed ea itzbiblilovi is Inno.
Van Leather n*P4440.14H116
—
Them. a to he • shoe sod lesease
eapos.itisto is Coat-in, which costa*,
ems to be the *hitt market for hoots
end show in the United Stems* egad
one feat-are of it is ta he a repo law
tion of the original shoe femme! te
the Unieed States, safe the Mew ea
I
ts
Sea.
For many years after the settle-
ment of the Arn•ricsa colonies. we at
to was made to nte n ether* n re
boots and shoes fee the ruartiet, Pont. I
wear being imported trent Easoleed
and Prance. The wee sa berated 'if
hood-made shoes eacinsinvely, soon is
town* large enough to haw a IOCAI;
shoemaker, be supplied all ta• 40•44
of the Inhabit/mats is teems not
argil enough ttasuetslu a viliaor cob
Oen- a traveling eismemalter swat from
ipso* to ...place. stopplep a day o s
.seek at each.
Re far a. is 10110.414 the first shoe
ineeciry is. Msemichtmette was site-
ted In Danvers. not him from t he. *
historic bonse in which fame. Porter ,
at revolutirmany fame wee here, ikm,
early its 1784 re riosee ahoonsak ere were,
at work eitettese and stow..
rushing at the original factor, in
Danvers.
The °Osiris] folio* factory of DOW. 411'
very, can, it I. said, be rip% miscall
without nod tab imposes, • ad am. tha
boot and *hoes interest In Mmteachse
setts Is now nee onar well eat. islishei
but etojoyttiq isa tanessual esiontat of
commercial 'peoementy, with S. larger
foreljget weeks.% than It eset had he-
fore, It is thnnglm probrano thet,
exh.ititien will he repreeeetaties he
°The reetisieTeohnntriest to which Amer.
lean shoes are. unt. are Atom:mita
%neap& the Wept Indlss, Cep* Town,to wed the fifth, sod the migenterneat 
•11111 CAllada.
might as well be announced at. once.
Hat if he misses the bail, lb. fact fa-
Meaty% that be does not reciproesos
the affeeticsta the wattle* desire,
give him sat, she must find a V/1411
sherwhers. At it ert her times the Tame
Is simply a mode of flirtation, 'when
th• maid,. or man who fails taeetasit
the ball must pay a *erten ke the
thrower.
Odletat Curia.
The queen's footmen 'vs ear wigs
which have eight rows ototurla, where
es these of the pttnoo of Wales aro al
Zetesple
mesa rows. upat those of the
et Lowicer are ewes max
Mow to Tri.iest.
The man who e-ii int 111401 Out
Ifs is the oue 'be 11.41vray• 100kiag
tip, whi;Is determiard that •veryi bine
he does, every invertment he takes
shall leave him a little biglier•np,
tittle further on, learn, therefore,how to spend for the. higher
cestead of the lower, so that the trtsuly
eitalltdits,4stlier than the animal, Oa)
Is de,veloped, Is a problem that
fronts U5.---Puceees.
1111-Wira 41•••—•C;
Ton 'Will end • good amny met or.
teosta, of whom you did mot *alma% milk
core doilloars vett&064 Dierawiiii,.
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This Soldier Was Safe teem the
lifinesatea Fire.
c "1 wart in Chichamauga park •
short while ago," said an old veteran
who had been discussing the reunion
ot Memphis, to a New Orleans Times-
deemocrat man, "and I wns impressed
ettith the number of old veterans who
'still hang around the hills that have
been made memorable in the coun-
try's history by the fierce battle
•that was fought there in the '80's
[here Is something pathetic about it
• 
 
Some.
"They are typical of the charactet(1 all the man who followed the foee
!MOB IN A HORNET'S NEST.
amnia of the lost cease. Hut many of
deem are hill of good stories. aad I
~all one story told me by an old
aonfederate now running • livery
stable in Chattanooga. He is fond of
Wiling it on himself. It was during
one of the preliminary skirmishes at
71tiokamauirs.
"The federal troops had method
idthe top of the hill, sad the eonfeder.
. 'atm had been forced down eta the
4 Mier aide. They hid behind stumps
if teem, Tell over behind logs and
'might other places of concealment
la their effort to escape Yeah,. bul-
. 'I fail otter behind a log, with
ay facie down,' said the Chattanooga
liveryman, and I could hear the
Yankee bullets whletling over my
bead or burying themselves in the log
behind which I was hiding.
"'In hugging up elose to the log I
had shoved my face in a hornet's
scat. The hornets covered my taco
sod head, and I lay there picking
them off one at a time until I found
t
opportunity to escape. Soon after
h
at I ,net a ragged looking soldier,
he said: "Giest goodness. Jim,
at on earth I. the matter with
'tour facer I told him I had shoved
St into a horneth' nest while dodging
Tankea bullets. "You must have suf.
4 Ifered fearfully," he said. "No," I re•
"died. 9 never experiensed a more do'
%dons feeling in my life," and really
I never enjoyed anything so much as
I did the sting of those hornets."'
The old !everyman chuckled over the
story, and no doubt he really felt
Shat the hornets' tired was a pleaser•
etsort under the ircumstances."
PUG ROBS MISTRESS,
SOS Steals Souk Pleteolta. Doodle to Val-
uable Poorest y and Demos to
Maks a DN.
Mrs. Elisabeth Fleeknoe, of No. &IA
* Metropolitan avenue, Williamsburg,
1. Y., found some lost bank notes and
"deeds of property under peculiar cir-
eremetanees the other day.
Two weeks ago she discovered that
• tin box belonging to her had been
Seareibly opened tied 000 in bills, three
soak bens ano prOperil aeeelle Seelelie
?BE MISAING PAPERS FOUND.
lfre. Pleck.noe, after a vain search,
goteplained at the Herbert street pee
dee station, and said that only a per
eon well ammaInted with her premises
mould have eetomitted the robbery.
e 'The woman has a pet pugdog, which
knows every sook is the house. Pot
Ileceveral days past Mrs,. Flecknoe had
! pottered that this animal had found e
Smug place to sleep beitind a het each
Is ethe parlor ball, sad when she re-
m• esa the rack to dust it she found
ithe missing bank books and deeds
There was no tease of lhe money
Vra. rlecknoe called the dog. Wiles
\ the isethnal saw thole alit had posse*
ion of the bank books and deeds itIF.,
ed to selee them The pollee are
of the optedon that the dog Ma eates
the money.
a
Waste Co flee We Para.
The son of tohn Smith is engine.
Aar see his dad. and puts this adver-
tisement in a ?mos paper: "If Joh:,
th, who 90 rem; ago deeerted Me
wife sad babe, will return said
101•011 tie Ogling out el
SPUO.NEIriti BUREAU.
Bilr TOM P. SIORGAII.
There is a wreck down at Sparser%
house-a wreck that was formerly • piece
at blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen oa hie head. The weed
in qmstein used to be saluted by his cred
tars as Mr. tipooner.
%Veers, before, all was joy, in the highest
octave; now is sorrow and woe in large
quantities and a dilapidated bureau in to
marks* small pieces.
The bureiu in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly ate
art. Unfeeling neighbors used to some
times eueeringly remark that it hael more
the appearance of having come in the Ark
Out ninghbors will carp and let their Loge
ran through your cabbege-patch in wile
and bristly freedom, so *a will take thole
mesa at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
rubject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled OV411
the happy home. How to' get. it away wee
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only, daughter, Cyclonie, had,
at least, been so fortunate as to sorrel a
fearless being, who made her his wife-and
the Well Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
I. not the purpose of the writer to dis
tribute the idea that, but for this time
tr Wad* of matrimony, KM Spooner would
have become more altitudinom. Far front
it! Sae amply teased, as a Spooner, te
make the menu at three daily repasts looli
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to to
mark plaintively that women's mission oti
earth was not clearly defined around the
edges.
New that their daughter had true-omelet
he committing matrimony in the fire.
&ogres, Mr. and Mrs. Speen', resolved tc
do the proper and appropente thIng. Aft.
Meth Cmticular thought, they decided to
preeent her the moved bureau, arouse
which sheaved wash hallowed assosiatione
like diem indiewasen te aa •M
robe.
Thi imered busses we. located In the
woad story of the Spooner donucil.. is
the "spare" bedroom! Bow to gat it dowse
Mains wee the quintals.
The tans, aeemo! years before, wheal
kegs. the Amman, had mimed the pow
&emus Mem of furniture to the ceased
story window, by means of mueb remand
profanity, was still fresh in Spoonv utial.
He remembered that Jame had meamtred
the berme, which was an anormeuste do
reloped affair and noes had measured the
stairway.
"Too wide for the atone," Ina Jams' woe
diet.
So without say more fuse he had pro
seeded to haul it up the side of the -tome
and Introduce it through • window.
But Spooner considers himself a peer he
the way if somentrated think, to say two
togged drarmaa that ever wore a hairy her
rot for a beard aad charged 0 pimce if
silver for carrying • Moms trunk tem
blocks. He blew, without messurime that
the stairs war* wide somigh for the les.
man. Singlerhanded and aloes be attacked
the legebirteue piece if foramens is its ewe
motive spare bedroom.
By diet if mash polling sad se opal
amoost of beeliag, he eseceeded he Mese
boa it to the head if the stairway, is spits
of the fast that it seemed sootinually :A.
seek its dews late, the. door, is deter
mined eiket to roast the departera
Bottles Mead, is• carefully lowered the
bureau toward kirseelf The operettas wee
scaly marred by the trifling readmit el ad
She drawees idipping out at see and the
lame time, and all but the Lel sae barb
Mg some portion of Spoream's person as
they fort • wooden thowees, apes him, and
leaded below in the lor el the stair
way. The last and leavion drawer do
frees the regs/se seder ef proceed.
log and lit, wrong Ado up, es
8beat shoulders and bowed head. 6.:11
as the Mayflower Miriam' slipped and the
mereiLir= fell forward uecie tbe
him wise* the shin
they west, with Lit the ant--
and celerity that attend the pu if
Imre rushing trontically dews the
If thee.
Spooner was • triS in advance of the
berme when both arrived is the log" at
the stairway.
The drawers width nel aside theirdehrei
• few seconds before, lay Is a confused heap
with all resell:els comers upward to wet
semi the no. hilarious Spooner.
He landau on all these coy own and ere
sal more that seemed to pet in an appear
lace for that &cession only, and the 'sr
skeet and vindictive bureau stood square
y on its head tie his quivering eorporesity
A wild, %milled yell, so sharp yet es vol
ominous that it startled the bats out of Use
shimmy sad brought Mrs. Spooner' to the
boot of the stairs.
'Oh, the precious bureau!" .Si. shrieked
"%Clot, oh! what has happeeed to an*
Presently • faint voice piped up from the
bottom of the pile where bipeoser was do
tog a sauternes set beneath the bursae:
"The precious bureau, is senurijered as
rot." it said, "but I am mortally welled
w1 by this oahmetonade demon!"
Frightened at the awful condition of hes
ipoilee, buried beneath a mountain a re
wormhole foralture iinit with se emu:saes
en his life, Mrs. :hoover nes for assist-
ince. Fresetitly she returned with neigh-
eor Kilter. By his strong area, the viva
• wesahood was drawn from beneath the
till exultant heirloom of the Roundheeds
Another smessurnmet was instituted, and
th• fonser dehisien of Jams, ta• dray-man.
ea. *indicated. The bateau would go at
erther dome the "jew," for the mummy
roe minai narrower from there down.
Without • word, but with a terrible dark•
site resolve depicted on his
hags, and noes several inches out en oes
dumb. Spooner, assisted by Eller, set to
work to farce the bureau up to the top
d the stairs again. This they sue/seeded
• scoomplishing, in spite of the Puritanic'sl
resistance of that stubborn erthodoe sheet
4 drawers.
Then Spooner rolls it mar, and over,
od, with the weigh' .'s ski, he beleseed
t • moment on the ieneowool,
With a undo of &lineal fiendish )oy ase
eressmodie hitch to his pantaloons, slow
r• slipping sway from the clutehes of ilia
me rear suereeder benne, Specifier pushed
ilee bureau, sow thoroughly frightened, out
ward, and it hurt' d through the air like
itse dight of • braes, nobbed meteor. With
crash, it landed on the stnne - doorstep.
woo Aerial below, nd was nothing but
ere& of its former Mendenr.
• Wiadreasee's valeable dog, of the
minciolarged persuasion, bad, but • so
sent Wore. been /sawing so oversleep
ea the deoretec New be lay under the
terese-staly a canine reseBeeties, • hairy
weaeo-apet.
Cyclone get no wedding presen4 from hes
earente; Spooner got lathing but a tholes
saeor.tment if bumps sad atemesioss asi
bill for Ph mid to be the value of the
It. dog. Ye all of which he eleinristod
• such pietureeene phrase that ho sees.
eyed' trial he the war distaneee.
Xiasealiks 411m1 slOetpaarl —Good Al
-
samrsits KILL= NOR DIRE.
Sew York littatters oetteged se rap
4600 for a Dar's Ounotas
ou 111. Warta.
John Hendrickson, a breeder sit
lancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Cooheoton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., rel-
iantly found four of kis finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
charges of bucldehot, which had m-
eowed the bodies just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reportod that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at Whit. Lake, had passed over
his farm in quest of partridge, and
that stints had been heard in the
ricinityied the field where the settle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
'postmen" of the Hendriekson herd,
and it occurred to thus owner as he
OMR ILTA1111Dble the woundie that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to doe* by reason of
their delicately formed imba He
was seised with the idea that they
had been mistakes for deer by the
enntere.
Hendrickson wow, to White Lake,
lent found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He socertained
their names and addresses to New
York and after considerable diffienitty
toasted them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as a result
of his visit he Is $500 riaber than
wben be went re the atty.
VTDDLES WITHOUT HANDL
iroman Crestre•11. ei Attesters. M. owe,.
MONO Meeiediagiy Imemaamealat-
able Dlilleraltfou
Atlanta, • small town south of
Bloomington. Ill., has is Peonk Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief lid for
tame lies in the fret that he is with-
out hands. Clawson haa been a per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that he was in
demand at every eountry dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ago he was caught in a Mir
card and both hands were as badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the weigh, Supposing that his Id-
altar days were over, the old taffitrio
usenet WW1 Lad away by the owner.
The old-ehnis longing to bring out
music beemme toe strong to be re-
fisted, and ha coneeived the unitise
idea if playing wittiest* hands. Ile
made a eontrivalice one of heavy
wire, witieth enabled Mm I. wt•id the
61.111. The matter of fingering was
more difitinat, but by hard practise
be trained the stump of his left hand,
so numbs the necessary shifts from
use striae to another, end from po
Wilma to position With the fiddle
held in pleas by his shin and knees
seeI with the help of kW flag.,
arms. Clatirgoo manages to pie)
smarty as much summits as form,
A YOUTHFUL MUMMA.
111110. OastolLoa, of lows Pilau, so.,
awl.. time Illoster. for Met
Illortkwort.
--
A grandiaotber eel, la the record of
▪ lanem P Carleton, of lows Falls,
who eistrne the distinction of being
he youngest gr•rwimother in the ea-
Are earth west She is hoping to be
crelit-froadimotber by the time the
a U.
Mr and Mr& Corinth% were mar
feted in Ohio ill years age, Mrs. Car letos
being only 11 years old when sh• was
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
teuthful schoolmate. Less than twe
years later, when oily U ymre of age
ohs became a mother. The tendency
toward early sn•rrieres is the Cartoon
legally was uansmitted to the daugh
:sr, and two years sge,atth• age of 14,
Asti was married. Last week she he-
mline a mother.
Mail recently James P rarletirs was
postmaster at Iowa Palle, but • few
manager* he arid his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where thole daughter
cad rrandehrld reside.
isamemeat ore see•ottaa *be seerva
A promdeing merevemsnt has been
emoted In Virginia for the loom:Alt of
bk. negro polemist-ion The idea *rig
amend with Dr. B.. R. Jones. of Rich-
mond. and severed prominent and
wealthy nerreee ar• associated with
aim. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Plots of ten Sc?.. each
MU be laid off, and upon each will
be erected a from-roomed leg oaten
of eatiqu• style. These plots will be
sold on easy installments pleas Sc
pogrom anxious to better them-
selves. They will be given practical
and systematic instruction in farm-
ing., on experienced expert from the
thetit: Pe at Hampton being entered
am in. t rector.
Plan a Prodlatems Tossed.
A. bold, remarkable project is is.
eeivieer attestioo omens, Russian en-
/Wears. it is proposed to conethrot
a tunnel wader the main chain of the
Caucasus mountains from a point 40
miles south of VIallikavkaa. The ten.,
eel will be 13 mites long end ereet
171,000,000. As soon as the Trans-iii•
berthat railway is finished, it is be
Sowed. this Cam-skean tunnel, which
an. the warm support of the seer
will be eomeneseed. From • tailitary
and eonemersial point of view the
wort will be of teat importance. as
dam slily greet oommunicertion with
traigrOaseents frass soethern Russia
Is by an oretnery road from Vladile
SAMS to lathe.
gearless. ta onba.
• year ago there were LAI rum.
eshools be, will 151,100 shalom&
How than. awe 1111hNO• sidesol ddler
Ores. wed sow eshasis woo Wag
-a •
•
el
FRIell PASSION HOTEL
fkeur Maas In Dress Oritastoatatbles
la grldesatot la the Up-to-Date
Cootssatta
A charming evening geeen for •
roung girl is of rich miroir satin
veiled with either white, gold or col
*red net, showing a delicate design of
Lace or ribbon applique in a floral de
sign, alternating with roses or ca
melliee sewn on in a studied centime
seas, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
SOrite ingenious mortal Las !etre
limed an effective novelty this eee. on
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's bend, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the mom
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one -of the inlets
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked sill over, meeting a
yoke of lace and lace sleeves, a lace
train 'starting from between the
!shoulders, and a handsome lace
dounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and beaded by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
'scallops.
At a recent society function So Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticetfble toilette* was of black vel-
vet. The Louis Vele. corsage formed a
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the deeollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
In front. White mousseline transpar-
ent lone loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
bend.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be s
novelty, although unique 111111, exceed.
finely beautiful example, are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turred
their attention to the Russian produc-
tions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, es suffi-
cient guarantee that they will sot be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments
Incrustations Of lace- are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fins
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives It a light effect
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good combination
It is less eepensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man • ways to
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
Oostfornable Ousel' That la ilfesolly
Dade at Rosse—A. ilatlerao
Oak Stela. Die.
Few families, whether in tows or
sountry have.sufficient closet space
in whkh to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
In any caee, is to lay them flatly
and smoothly in a box large ereeeh
to accommodate them at their toll
length. Soeh a box may be made
at home in such a way as to serve a
Souble porpose-that of couch sine
'wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune'. A stout box of unpaint•
td wood, six feet foil- inches long by
about three feet low inehes wide. ear
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difeculty. tieing round
etre eaes, to avoid splitting the wood
The cover should have • cross strip.
near each end, and must he Ornalt
hinged co the box. Line 'be inside of
the box and :id with a servenable cam-
bric or seri...ie. Then nail a cushion
Jeep and epringy. to the ton. Thie
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put in
eiew ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste." or may be procured at
sit tie expense from en upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz is
ease plaits all around the box. and cover
be top separately. finishing the edge
of the latter with a fitiTpinked ruching
of the fabric to cones) the opening
Have • strong loop OD the edge of the
top by which to lift inset! it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box. to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped er•Oh pillow. and with an at.
ghee ihreven rw•rehe foot, the. makes
• rerbfortables coorte by day, and eves
'ay night if neceeeary.
Au exce:ient ha:1 table for a countre
aonse was evolved nut Wog ago by as
loge' 1011a girl from an ordinary un-
epiu.ed kitchen table without a leaf
ele sawed two itches from the legs,
!hen stained the whole with a black
rain, mnde as follows: A few rents'
worth of logwood chips were put in •
stone jar, with just enough water tc
cover them, and left to simmer
stogie for hill, a (1.7. TiliITirpild
epplied to the wi od and left to o.
Venegar in which b number of rus).
sail* had been steeped was thee
Finished over, and repeated until the
b le acquired • rend antique oak col.
erring. Hiatt/ role rs were then fee
tened nn the leg's is • d an old-feahlonee
brass handle put en the drawer, etet Ir.!)
was ,stained invade to match the Wit-
side, and served for holding glovecete
A scarf tif dark led leather was fen
tened down the mie 'le of tbe table wile
brass headed tack, and.behold! &reel-
ly band some mole reit" ball tablet
Ad a eee.a eitee
Willis-Pa, is p lit' a 
protemesse
an a business/
ra.-Well, that (*panda upon air-
nunstances If you're we the wise
sing side it'd • 11.111•11111.--Ph11hd4
1.11111 _
ins CULTURE PLANs 
WONDERFUL 31411 WORE'
Secretary Wilson to Encourage Do.
velopment of the Industry.
Will Ask Cosaaroas Jar .10,000 how Obi
rekneowe es riredunatnairy Test sad
kiroollosation of What Can Ho
Don* 1. Vtalitoell States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
if agriculture, le determined to re-
Aie interest in the cultivation of sill
worms and mulberry trees in tht
United States, and the sum of 610,000
which he has asked emigres' to give
him to develop silk cultu.re in the
United States for a preliminary test
and investigation, will be spent with
• view of interesting every man and
womaa in the croutntry who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
ef mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
grantedetary Wilson will turn his
ettentios t to the south, on account
et the large amount of cheap labor
Is be procured there. If the results
he the south are at all satisfactor)
I • the men, women and even the
ehildren will be appealed to by the gen
arnment to lend • hand in establishing
a new industry.
"After congress authorises the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make tee
experiment of silk ashore. Tbe wore
Is about all thone in a. spring, and it
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of sonrreas will have at hid
disposal 60 mulberry trees to be given
away to his oonstituentie I think It
likely that I shall salt upoa Booker
T. Waskingtoa to help me at the start
through his great Industrial school
at Tesberee, Ala.. He is ready there
to take hold of the experiment and
do much in • short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
MIk culture can be made a success hi
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be a success, but it is a success,
and the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
fog excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an 'absolutely clean way-
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
spon the 1 . The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and he ine
wiediately improve, almost any ides
or industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
leottas Gee
A11111014•1111■ Notter for Uwe la
tato Island.
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond-
ing c01124 of the United States and for
the immigration of a lernited number of
Chinese laborers conditioned upon
thetr foraging in agricultural pursuits
only daring their residence it the ter-
ritory and timer return to their own
serantrynponcesaing to be farmers are
th• chief recommendations of H. IL
Cooper, actiter governor of Hawaii, is
his anneal repo-t.
The prosperity of the islan de, 'Locoed-
tee to the &sting governor, depends on
Ike suocesetul and economical produc-
tion of sugar. "The ensployment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters,"
he says. "never ha, slid never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
et desirable labor can be obtained it
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
ahlnery, building materi•les, thole, steel
end iron and other supplim of Ameri-
sae mannfaeture."
Mosey Tam Views the Nemeses, ad
Clarks ta Map Calle. Staters
Railway Postal larvae's.
Millions of people are complainteg
aowadays of helve taxeet tipancially,
but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle team are burdened with a
Mental practice unheard of, an re-
gards extent, In any other ecuntry of
the world. Things that • a railway
postal clerk must remember have In-
creased in such volume thet c ie would
think every cell of ,his brain would
no filled wnb 'he name of a e est office
or relive; ceezection, and the win'
Lee is ti at the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
these facts cases of insanity among
this class of puhlic servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of, 21.004
cards (which take the place of letters
a examinations) with an averageeer
Sent. of correct dotribution of a frac-
tion over 99 per ite at. He knew bow to
reach that many offices in Iteee'Iti
states by the ehoi test, quickest roi ,..,
and he knew the correct locatioi. ef
each office in its te•to.
A clerk on the New York and t le-
eago railway poet office MIIIIt kll,,W
the correct beat on of every post ten
Ice in • group of states made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana.
Minnesota, Some Dakota find se-
braska. In these seven states there
are 11,317 post °teem. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on the gen-
eral scheme, whe h means the correct
Location of the post office. in each
state, but he must know how to reach
the whole 12,00e1 post offices from one
or more station,
A plerk ninni. g between Chicago
and Miuneapoli• underwent no fewer
than 78 examleations in 15 years.
Learning 13,306 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-
quired to make a Chicago city distrie
bution, which means that while rule.
sing over the country at the rate of a
mile a minute he must distribute let-
ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-
livery. He must linow not only where
every public building and leading mere
tenths house is located, but also hoes
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street,so that he can "tie out" hie
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:21g to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations in
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 90
examinations be came out of nine DI
'item with a clear 100 per Gent. each.
Think of such a task, taking into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of names that are used to designate
post offices! Thera, too, must be cou-
pes.. sidered the fact that there are hun-
dreds of cases where in each state is1
 
• post office of the mnei name. For
Instance, in the 'detest named above
Sew Jersey. Pere Teed tow.
What is said to be the strictest pure
food law in the United States bas just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrunted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state datry eom.
missioner has been abolished and hite
dtittee have come leader those of tha
thief food inspect a.. There will be
• large number of deputies scattered
ail over the state. Everything that
ean come into use for human cow
surnption se food or drink is inehided
tender the law. The hispestion will
even take in canned roods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
gide the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
te
Dloproreo Mork Ilbeetry.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
age. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now eters
bain that he has disproved Dr. Roch's
theory that human tuberculosis end
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
113•131sable. Dr. Barney said last
sight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Ruch's theory.
Prisoners la Brittle'. laillau AMIE.
No f. wer than 587,884 prisoners
were it, the prisons of British India
In 1899-11000--an increase of 92,064
over the number for 1891. Of this
huge total only 24 6.511 were fenielse,
which te a smaller proportron them
la western eountrien.
0411 of a Bridge.
A new form of benefaction to a
New libreand town to that taken in
the gift of Prune • Soh, ' ••t
I ue k, who hoe river. orocillitle.4
OM*•eakise beirlaph
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Garfield*, four.
Geneva's, four Smithvillea foe'. Spar-
ta. and five Jeffereons, and so on.
in some instances there is a post of-
Ace of the same name in each of the
seven states. As one may imagine,
this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
-
Isar eb 'Reston feautalb-onel-T'awhle
Irish er of ti e Cat Tribe- Now
Han 1 to Pled.
From • story in St. eeicholas we
slip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a nme whca the Amen-
ma mountain hon was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
sato me mounter. ;es was one ent see
most terribly armed and powerful of
zne cat ramily. it wee a compact
mass of hard end tough muscle sod
gristle, with bones of iron, 'drone
taws, sharp teeth, and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong', lithe, and queen
Dowered with a mail-coat of loose •ein
that was as tough as leather.' It had,
the temper of a demon, and was in-
ostrably bloodthirsty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the eat
tribe.
Against such an animal It wee
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
hi the school-hooks of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would hove
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mounjain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pul'ed
down" by anything; and if he had
beet "'gelled down," that was exacelo
the position in which he fought best.
With his back protected by the earth.
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided be his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that It could
sot be held In any position-well,
when be was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar-
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
'northern eeinter blirnard; but he at-
tained Ms greatest size and ferocity.
on the rubtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are ne longer what
' they were. The tourist or bunter of
to-day cannot hie,ee to tine any of he
old-Urns power or ferocity.
Oillootage toe Royal Roadies.
As his children attained the age of
ten Ring Edward had everything con-
cerning them which appeared in the
newspapers, pasted into albums, •nd
these were handed orer to them when
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Welelt, however, began at the
beginning, and each of his childres
has • volume of newspaper cluttiage
dating from the day et birtle-Chie
seme• Chronicle. .
• 11.11,1.4.41:1
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Are You Billious?
Have you that tired, worn-out feel-
ing? Do you have blind or dizzy
spells? Do you have shooting pains
En the head, back, arms and legs? Is
your appetite bad? If you have these
symptoms you need a
Bile Capsule
The price is 5 cents each. This
week they cost you nothing. Their
value to you cannot be estimated be-
cause they may save you a long spell
of illness, or even your life. The
dose is one every 30 days.
Manufactured only at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG- STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered- to any part of the city.
Phones No.
Cor. 4th and Bkoadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
!h l. WANT I
COLUMN 
FOR RENT — Two furnished
rooms at 410 South Third street.
BOARDING for ladies or geode-
:son at 714 Harrison street. New
phone 877.
Any one wanting an engineer, both
electrical and steam, address A. B.,
care this office.
LOST—Wednesday night, a white
French poodle. Liberal reward if re-
turned tio 324 Elizabeth street.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-*
FOR SALE—Small second hand
iron safe, good condition. Price
Sto. At Taylor 0. Fisher's cigar
More.
WANTED—Twenty non-union car
venters. Apply bo K. D. Snell, at
Whittemore', office in Fraternity
FOR SALE—My farm in Arcadia;
also full blooded Jersey cows. Apply
to T. L. Crier or myself. Mrs. L. M.
'Bloomfield.
LOST—Elk's tooth watch charm;
gold mounting with initials F. J. D.
on one side, number 217 on other.
Finder return to F. E. Graves and
receive reward.
LOST—One water .spaniel dog,
eleven months old; comes to call of
''Buck;" black in color. Return to
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
street, for reward.
WANTED—Yioung lady for office
work such as bookkeeping and type-
v.riting. Must be -good at figures.
'Address in own handwriting, "Book-
keeper," care Register.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, laege recep-
tion' ball, hbt and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 6eo.
Friday Morning, Aug. 4, 1905-
edisiteesese-
LOCAL NEWS
•
Personal Mention.
Eon. John K. Ilendrick went yes-
terday to Stnithland, where his wife is
ill. -
1 Judge W. M. Reed went to Daw-son yesterday for a few days.
Mr. Edwin Wilson yesterday re-
turned to his home in East St. Louis,
after visiting his mother, Mrs. Kate
Wilson, of Broadway.
Mesdames R. Foster and John 13.
Wickliffe, of Wickliffe, Ky., were in
the city yesterday.
Mr. B. K. Wearen, of Cairot is at
the Hotel Lagomarsino.
Miss Elene Evans, the little daugh-
ter of Judge Evans, of Smithland, is
the guest of Miss Madeline Cook, on
South Fourthestreet.
Nilo Harry McCartney, the packing
!mon of Greenwood, Ind., is in the
i'city on business.. Mrs, J. 0. Rust, president of Bos-cobel college of Nashville, Tenn., ishere for a visit to Mrs. Dr. Thomp-
son, of Jeffefson between Fifth and
Sixth streets, while en route home
from Arkansas.. . - .
Miss Ora Leigh and mother have
returned from Chicago and other
Northern points. They were accom-
panied by Mks. Leigh's sister, Mrs.
A. E. Beard, of Owensboro, who will
visit here.
Mrs. Charles Q. C. Leigh returned
yesterday from visiting her son, Mr.
Robert Leigh, of Louisville.
Mr. P. G. Kern, of Atlanta, was
here yesterday en route from Mears
phie, Tenn., to Richmond. Va. He
is superintendent of the company that
furnisbes messenger boys to the
Western Union telegraph offices, and
came here to visit Manager Elmore,
of the local office.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Girardey and
Miss Carrie Warren will leave Sun-
day enorning for Boise, Idaho, to vis-
it Mrs. Crirardey'e aunt, Mrs. J. B.
Brisbin. From Boise they will go to
Portland. Ore., to attend the exposi-
tion. They will be away about five
seas.
'Lawyer George Oliver left yester-
day for a trip through the South.
Mr. G. D. Palmer and daughter,
Gertrude, go to Lewis, N. C., today
to visit.
Mr. WI B. Smith, die prominent
Louisville banker, is in the city.
'Miss Clara Purcl-ose and James
Terrell went to feletropoks yesterday
and married.
Judge David Sanders went to Echo
Springs, Livingston county, yester-
day.
Mrs. Pat Quinlan, of Terre Haute,
Ind., leaves tomorrow for home af-
ter visitine her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Settle.
Mess Nell Wright today goes to
Cincinnati to join a party of friends
and leave for Niagara Falls and oth-
er point..
Miese: Edna Kirkham and Julia
Lee lea tomorrow for Elizabeth-
town, I :.
Miss Mine
—Today's weather predictions are:
Probable showers, with cloudy and
-moderate temperature.
—Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Craft, of South
Second street, have a boy baby.
—This afternoon at 4 ceciock the-
Ledies' Mite society of the First Bap-
tist church meets with Mrs. W. E.
Covington, 717 Jefferson street.
—Mrs. N. E. Rayburn yesterday
received word that her sister-in-law,
'Mrs. R. E. Stafford, died at Mayfield
of fever.
—Joseph Turner, of Fulton, filed a
'bankrupt's petition yesterday giving
$45o liabilities.
--Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Holman, of
North Thirteenth street, have a new
baby. .
'—Dr. J. W. Pendley was out last
sight, after being confined several
,days with malarial fever.
--Murrell Sutherland, son of the
police commissioner, and Gordon
Swink, a playmate, were out about
'Thirteenth and Tennessee, when the
Swink boy threw lime into the eyes
-of the Sutherland lad, who is suffer-
ing great pain. The Swink chap
tholight the white dust in the barrel
was flour.
Just's Barbershop.
During the time of rebuilding of
my old shop at 117 North Fourth
streets I will have all my old crew at
S25 Broadway, next door to The Reg-
leter office All patrons are'requeeted
tio call at the latter place for work.
FRANK JUST.
Utterback yesterday
returned from visiting Miss •Mary
Piles, o; Fnkon.
thlise r.ula Reed is expected home
tomorrow from the Portland exposi-
tion.
Msa 1.,:gie Hodgkins, of Evans-
ville, has returned home after visit-
ing her eolith'. Miss Erorna Jones.
Mr. JOhn Kingsley is in from a
Southern drumming trip.
Miss Anna Itiof Stewart, of Cincin-
nati, will arrive today to visit Miss
Ora Leigh.
Mrs. Jack Probus went to Louis-
ville this morning on account of the
illness of relatives.
Dr. C. V. Fort, of Louisville, is vis-
iting in the city.
Mr. C. H. Wilson has returned from
a several weeks' trip through the
South, where he has been in the in-
terest of his patent fuel consumer.
Mrs. L. D Sanders went to Smith-
land yesterday for a sojourn of sev-
eral days.
Mrs. Ike Peters, of Memphis. is
visiting Mrs. Armour Gardner.
Mr. Hubert Owens, of New York,
will arrive tomorrow to visit Miss
Louise Cox.
Mr. Lee Levy came yesterday from
Owensboro to prepare to open the
establishment he starts here.
Mrs. Pat Henley, of Mayfield, is
visiting Mks. James P. Sleeth.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Linn and
daughter have returned from visiting
in Texas.
Miss Martha Taylor arrived from
Mayfield yesterday for a visit.
Mrs. Louis Pee and family will re-
turn tomorrow from visiting at
Heath.
fhirs. George Flournoy is in May-
field visiting Mrs. Gus Thomas, her
sister.
,Mir. and Mrs. C. R. Edwards are
visiting in Cecil, where they went
yesterday.
Mrs. Newt Harris, of Mayfield, re-
turned home yesterday after visiting
Mrs. W. A. Berry.
Miss Louise Dumas, of Paris, will
arrive next week to visit Miss Mary
Scott. ,
Copper Wire
ED HAMILTON, COLORED, IS
CHARGED WITH WHOLE-
SALE THEFT.
Deputy Sheriff Cox Returns to Lam-
bert, Miss., After Requisition
Papers—Fewer Burglaries.
The detectives for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad yesterday got out a war-
rant against Ed Hamilton, colored,
charging him with stealing copper
wire, piping and other material from
that road. Grand larceny is the ac-
cusation in the warrant that was yes-
terday served on the darky, who has
been held in the lockup since last Mon
day on suspicion.
The detective claims the darky
stole the wire and stuff from different
points down the railroad around Ful-
ton. Clinton and other places. The
darky shipped the material here in a
box that was opened at the freight
depot on instructions of Chief Collins,
and found inside- 197 feet of copper
wire and.other sluff used by railroads.
Scrap Charged.
Florence Greer and Hester Stovall,
both colored, were arrested by Offi-
cers Potter and Gourieux last evening
on the charge of having a fight. The
Greer negre-s claims the other struck
her with a hatchet.
Gone After Papers.
Deputy Sheriff G. A. Cox, of Lam-
bert. Miss., has gone back home after
requisition papers for Jabbo Smith,
the negro arrested here on the charge
of murdering another darky by shoot-
ing hint over a ten cent crap game.
Smith refused to go back without re-
quisition papers and was ordered held
sixty days so they could be procured.
Mr. T. P. McArthur, who came here
with Cox, remained in the city.
Thieving Droppidg Off.
The wholesale housebreaking pre-
valent for about ten rights in the Me,
ohanicsburg and Broad street neigh-
borhood of the city, seems to have
dropped off at present as no reported
attempts or raids from that vicinity
have been reported for some days
now. For a while the culprits were
plying their vocation thick and fast,
visiting many places nigbely, but the
officers started a. vigilant search and
this seems to have seared off the
thieves who are lying still and doing
nothing now.
Hungry Marauder.
Mrs. Sallie Thompson,hof Jackson
between Nirrh and Tenth streets, yes
terday morning found that thieves
had broken into the rear of her home
4the night bekre and raided the re-
frigerator and cupboard of what there
was inside for eating purposes.
Allan Howard, a San Francisco
money lender, declaring flight or sui-
cide his only alternative, fled to Hon-
(hove it is said, with $too,000 belong-
ing to others.
Sault Ste Marie, Mich., Tuesday
celebrated the semi-centennial of its
great ship canal.
Daniel Darling, of Allegheny, Pa.,
fatally shot his wife and tried to kill
his mother-in-law.
The best and cheapest coal in Padu-
cah is the Pittsburg Coal.
COTTON REPORT sl
LEAK MATTER.
Southern Man Selected on the New
Board of Statistics.
Washington, Aug. 3.---Secretary
Nefilson yesterday designated as a
tnember of thc new hoard of statis-
ticsc of the department of agriculture
P. T. Hutchinson, of the Mississippi
College of Agriculture. It is the sec-
retary's intention to displace the mem
bets of the temporary board recently
appointed as soon as he can find suit•
able men to fill the position,.. Mr.
Hutchinson, who is the first selection,
is a resident of New Orleans, where
he was associated with Director
Stubbs, of the Louisiana experiment
station.
In answer to a cablegram to John
Hyde, former chief etatistican of the
department of agriculture, urging him
to return to this country, Secretary
Wilson yesterday received the follow-
ing dispatch from Mr. Hyde:
"Southport, England, August 2,
1905.—Returning as soon as possible.
Letter."
Mr. Hyde left Washington about
the time a special grand jury was con
vened to investigate charges oe a leak
age in the bureau of statistics, by
which it was alleged that Edwin S.
Holmes, the former assistant statis-
tician, furnished advance information
of the department's figures on the
cotton crop to New York broker.
When Mr. Hyde resigned as chief of
the bureau 'he agreed to hold himself
ready to aid the department of justice
in the isvestig-ation itt is making. He
took passage for Europe a few days
later and his departure was not learn-
ed until he was beyond the juriedicticm
of federal authorities, who wanted
him as a witnese before The grand
jury.
Sued By Girl
•••••••••:...m.
•
MISS STELLA SMITH SUED E-
R. EATON FOR FIVE
THOUSAND.
Young Lady Claims That He At-
tempted to Assault Her At Mt.
Vernon, Ill.
Quite a sensational suit was :led
in the circuit court here yesterday by
'Bud Dale, next friend of Miss Stella
Smith, against E. R. Eaton, of Mt.
Vernon, Ill., for $54poo damages, on
the ground that the defendant at-
tempted to criminally assault the
young woman. Eaton was here yes-
terday to see the father of the girl,
who is Captain J. B. Smith, one of
the owners of the steamboat Charles-
ton, which is now lying in the local
harbor. The papers were served on
the defendant.
Miss Smith is about sixteen years
of age and resides at Metropolis
with her father and, family. She
claims that about last May Eaton
got her father to let. he; go to Mt.. 
Vernonand take the position of
stenographer in his office. She had
been there several weeks when she
charges that one day Eaton made an
improper and immoral proposal to
her, and she spurned him. Locking
the door, the petition recites that he
attempted to criminally as-ault the
girl, when she sorearned on the out-
siders to the extent that the defend-
ant was frightened and desisted from
further imposition upon the girl, who
immediately gave up her place and re-
turning home, infortned her father of
what hadi occurred.
It is claimed that Eaton came here
yesterday to compromise the matter
with Captain Smith, and while in the
city the suit was, drawn up and ser-
vice gotten on him.
The young lady is a -most popular
Metropolis girl who stands high and
has many friends in this city.
The suit was brought for the plain-
tiff by Lawyer James Campbell, Jr.
!Several days Ago the Eaton Lum-
ber company had the Charleston,
which is owned by Captain Smith,
tied up under a libel suit for $500.
the lumber concern claiming the boat
owners owe them. The craft is still
tied`up in the local harbor, as the
owners hale not given bon -I and se-
cured her releaee.
WILL PRESS THEM.
Montana Will Take Her Beef Trust
Cases to Highest Court.
Helena, Shinto August 3.—Attor-
ney General Albert Galen has filed
the appellants' brief in the beef-trust
cases before the supreme court. The
state lost the case in the lower court
when Judge Smith sustained the de-
murrer of the defendant companies
on the ground that the law is uncon-
stitutional. Mr. Galen refers to the
decision of the supreme court of Illi-
nois, in 'which the anti-trust law in
that state was held unconstitutional
and upon which the defendants base
their case. He asserts that this de-
cision will not apply to the Mon-
tana law.
AGED INDIAN WOMAN.
Coffeyville, Kas., Aug. 3.—Mrs.
Susan Mayhew, a full blood Chero-
kee Indian, died at her home, at the
mouth of Snow creek, in the Indian
Territory, Monday night. It is said
she was, the oldest person in the Un-
ited- States. Prominent citizens
vouch for the fact that she was born
in 1789, which would make her tt6
years old. She declared that she car-
ried buttermilk to Gen. Andrew Jack-
son's camp, in New Orleans, in the
war of 1852. She was then a full-
grown woman.
The Fagan Iron Works, at Jersey
City, valued at $100,000, were destroy-
ed leo fire.
BRYAN TALKS ON EQUITABLE.
Says the Affair Has Presented a
New Political Issue.
Fort Wayne. Id., August 3.—Wil-
ham Jennings Bryan was in Fort
Vs'ayne Tuesday. He said the Equita-
ble affair presented a new political
issue. It indicated to the voters that
the people are being exploited by
high financiers. Lawson had done a
great deal toward exposing it, but his
opposition was all wrong fie said
he was going to Europe to study fi-
nancial conditions.
MURDER CAUSED BY LAWSUIT
London, Ky., Aug. 3,--News has
just reached here by telephone that
Nick Garrison, a wealthy and well-
known lumber dealer, had shot and
killed Felix Hoskins, 'hiv first cousin,
near Spring Creek in Leslie comity.
Hoskins is also a large lumber mer-
chant and prominent. The quarrel
arose because Hoskins had sued Gar-
rison for an alleged debt Garrison
fled to the mountain' and made his
escape.
SON OF TWEED A SUICIDE.
Middletown, Conn., August 3 —
Through a return filed by an under-
taker at the office of the town clerk,
the fact became public that on July
14, George W. Tweed, a son of the
late William M. Tweed, of New York.
known as "Boss" Tweed, convmitted
suicide by jumping from an tipper
veranda of the Connecticat hospital
for the insane. His body was taken
to New York and buried in Green-
wood cernletery.
The Beauty Of This Beer t
IS THAT EACH GLASS IS TWICE AS GOOD AND TWICE
AS SATISFYING AS A GLASS OF ORDINARY BEER,
AND YET
13elvedere
Che Master Brew
IS SOLD EVERYWHERE AT THE USUAL PRICE. WHY
NOT DRINK THE BEST BEER BREWED WHEN IT
DOESN'T COST A PENNY M ORE? WHY NOT HAVE A
COOL, REFRESHING DRINK OF BELVEDERE RIGHT
NOW?
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
nor-
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVI
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
The Standard Flour of
The World,
E. G. BOONE,
 4WD
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY-BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
Kaiser For A Dane
GERMAN EMPEROR FAVORS
PRINCE CHARLES AS NOR-
WAY'S RULER.
Failing in This He Wants to See the
Country Become a
Republic.
Copenhagen, Aug --"If Prince
Charles does not become king Nor-
way will be a republic. Of course, I
prefer a monarchy, and, therefore,
shall hereafter support the candidacy
of Prince Charles." In three words
Emperor William has declared him-
self on the subject of the Norwegian
sue cc ode tt.
After his arrival at the Danish
court the kaiser appears to have be-
come convinced that there is no hoed
of a prince of the house of Bernadotte
becoming king of Norway. His ma-
jesty now favors Prince Charles. of
Denmark.
King Christian and some of the Dan
WI princes lunched with Emperor
William on the Hohemonern Tues-
day. The emperor invited Prince liar
ald, son of Crown Prince Frederick,
to attend the German maneuvers. Af-
ter luncheon the king bade farewell
to the emperor, to leave early this
morning.
Prince and Princess Charles last
night paid a long visit to Emperor
William, when his majesty again prom
iced to support Prince Charles for the
throne of Norway.
E. L Short, of New York, general
solicitor for the Mutual Life Insur-
dince company and a noted lawyer in
railways, corporations, etc., is dead ,
Mrs. W. C. Scofield will open her
vocal class Sept. met and will accept
a limited number of pupils. Appli-
cations addressed to her residence,
408 South Third street, will reach her,
in Chicago.
Dr. Sidney Smith will be back in
his office over Globe Bank & Trost
Company about August T O.
IOC a Week for The Ragletter,
Try Pittsburg and be convinced' it
is the best you ever had.
MILLS DESTROYED BY TRUST.
Equipment of Two Terre Haut* In-
dustries Sold for Junk.
Awaiting R.etereg
TRUSTEE SMITH WAITING TO r
FILE BIDS FOR CIGAR
STORE.
Plaintiff Had Withdrawn Suit of
Creo. Rawleigh Against C. N.
Roper—Dale Suit Undecided.
Referee E. W. Bagby in bankruptcy
was expected back a night of two ago
from Chatiaideoga, 14.1111., but had to
remain on further business and has
not yet returned. Trustee Gas T.
Smith, of the Brown & Shelton cigar
establishment, is awaiting the refer
er's return, when he will submit the
Dick Holland bid for
cigars, etc., that were
ders of the bankrupt
the stock of
sold under or-
co.
•
Snit Withdrawn. •
In the court of Justice Jaeas Young
yesterday there was withdrawn the ,
suit of George Rawleigh against the
Singer Manufacturing company and
N. Roper for $ap damages. The
plaintiff asked that the action be dis-
missed after trial of same had been
entered into before robe jury, and this
was done.
Roper was driving between a poet
and house of Rawleigh's down on
Burnett street. when the wagon wheel
caught against the vide of the resi-
dence and jerked some planking off,.
damaging the building.
Terre Haute, Ind., August 34—The
equipment of two rolling midis in
Terre Haute has been sold bar junk,
thus ending the story of two indus-
tries which in the pan meant much
for the prosperity of the cely. One
originally was a nail mill, where men
earned big wages, nail feeders at one
lige being the highest paid skilled
in the country. The wire nag'
the cast nail and the mill
in converted into a merchant iron
mill. The other mill bud been a mer-
chant iron milk Bolt were taken
over by the Republic Trust company
a few years ago and gradually work
woe suspended 'until the ibig company
no longer had need of the mills. The
Commercial club induced the High-
'land Iron and Steel company to start
an independent mill here, It being
stipulated in the subsidy agreement
that the plant should not be sold to
a trust or combine company. It is
being operated at a large capacity
and in a few years las more than
paid for Itself.
Looking Up Law.
trAice Barber was all of yesterday-
afternoon looking up the authoritige
cited him in the sun of Bud Dale
against the city of Paducah, and ex-
pects to render a decision this morn-.
ing. Plaintiff sues for value of bed-.
ding ruined by else city health author-
ities during the einiallpox epidemic.
se
SWEDEN'S NSW cABiwirt
I. Believed to Be One Favorabla an
Peace With Norway.
Stockholm. August —A new min-
istry W1141 formed Tuesday, with M.
Ltindeberg as minister of state to re-
place the cabinet which yesigned last
week. Count Waclitteeistee is nam-
ed as Minister of Foreign Affairs*
and his appointment signifies that a
cornprorrise has been reached by QM
parties bedding diverse views in feee,
card to the Norwegian crisis and that
the new cabinet will seek a peaceful
solution of th• problem which has
been caused is the dissolution of tlee
two countritee
Ei•ectric Light Notice.
All bilis are due and payable at the
office 04 the company, 130 South
Fourth street. Current veil) be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before August to.
'PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
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